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THE DJEBEL SIM'AN. 

INTRODUCTOR Y. 

Of all the regions explored by the Princeton expeditions the northernmost group 
of the hill-towns of orthern Syria, which is the subject of this final fascicule of the 
present publications, is in many respects the most interesting and important. Although 
one of the most accessible of the localities reached by the expeditions, it is certainly 
the least well known, and has been the least frequently visited . Although one of the 
mallest in superficial area, embracing only a little over 70 square miles, in has yielded 

the greatest number of significant monuments . Of the twenty-five ruined towns of the 
Djebel Sim'an only four or five appear upon any published map, not one of its many 
important architectural monuments, saving those of I>:al'at Sim'~n, had been measured, 
and only a few of its inscriptions, which are numerou in both Greek and Syriac, had 
been copied. M. de VogU e's explorations terminated at I>:al'at Sim'an, his volume 
closes with his splendid publication of the Church of St. imeon tylites. Since his 
tim e two or three inscription hunters have found their way to a few of the ancient sites 
that lie directly to the eastward of St. imeon's shrine, and a small number of travellers 
making the journey from' Aleppo to I):al'at im'an, had taken photographs in some of 
the ruins by the way, and had published them in accounts of their journeys 1; ' but the 
locality remained virtually unexplored until the spring of 1905, and this in spite of the 
fact that it is less than a day's journey westward from the city of . leppo, and lies 
almost wholly 'within the great northward loop described by the carriage road leading 
from that city to the sea at Alexandretta. Hundreds of Europeans travelling upon this 
road have passed almost within sight of some of the largest ruins. Commercial photo
graphers of leppo have made pictures of some of the more striking ruins, and display 
them to customers together with their photographs of I>:al'at Sim '~n. Yet no systematic 
investigation of the monuments of the country which takes its name from the renowned 
pillar-saint was undertaken until more than forty years after M. de VogUe made his 
memorable visit. 

The Djebel 
miles north and 

im'an IS a hiJly plateau, about seven miles east and west, by ten 
south, lying to the northeast and ea t of the Djebel I:Ialal~ah 2, 

----------------------------------- - --

1 e. g. Gertrude Lowthian Bell: Syria, TIlt Dacrt and ,lte SOWII; London, I-Ieineman, 1908, p. 270-296. 
2 ote: For the limits of the Djebel 1:Ialalj:ah, see 11, B. 5, p. 2 [[. 
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terminating to the north in the valley through which runs the highway from Alexan
dretta to leppo, falling g radually to the east into the comparatively level country to 
the west of leppo, and having no well defined boundary on the south where it joins 
the Djebel Ijalal>.ah and the unexplored lower tract south of the old D~na-Aleppo road. 
In general conformation this limestone plateau allies itself with the Djebel Bala~ah, 
the Djebel Barlsha and the Djebel il-A cIa, although it is far les rugged than either 
of the two last mentioned. It has two or three conical elevations which rise above the 
general levels of the rolling surface round about them, at the north it is intersected by 
a t least two deep wadis which lie east and west, and fall toward the Nal)r cAfrin and 
the great marshes of il-cAml5.; but, generally speaking, the country is a gently rolling 
o ne, a nd shows signs of having been extensively cultivated in antiqu ity. In spite of 
its co mparative flatness of surface, the soil which covered the limestone in ancient times 
for the most part has disappeared, (Ills. 279 , 280) or has be n washed J own into valleys 
which have no outlets. For this reason the region is a ll but a desert, and is almost 
des rted. There a re no villages on the plateau, although several of the ruined tow ns 
a re occupied by one or more families of Kurds, and, at certain seasons, small and 
scattered encampments 'of Turkmans may be encountered in or near the ancient sites. 

T he ruins are extensive and well preserved, and represent the remains of a 
high state of civilization. They cover the entire period of architectural activity of five 
centurie , from the first to the seventh, which embraces the historical period of Northern 
Syria so far as inscriptions are concerned. There is an abundance of definitely dated 
monuments and a large number of buildings which are easily dateable by comparison 
with those which have dated inscriptions carved upon them. The buildings of the 
second century, thoug h not definitely dated , are unmistakable, and there are buildings 
with dated inscriptions representing every century after the second until the beginning 
of the seventh, many of them contributing much to our knowledge of the chronology 
of Syrian architecture . 

Remains of Pagan religious architecture, that is of temples, were fou nd at only 
two si tes, at Kefr abo. where details of a temple of comparatively large scale were 
built in to the walls of a church, and at I):al'at Kal6ta where parts of the actual walls 
of two small temples were incorporated in a church building - the only example of 
this usage that we have encountered in orthern yria. But the presence of these 
remains, taken together with others of the same kind at more than twenty sites well 
scattered over the length and breadth of Northern yria, is ample proof of the well 
settled and completely civilized condition of th is entire region in the fi rst and second 
centuries of our era. The temple architecture of the Classical period under the R omans 
is not to be mistaken, wearing as it does the positive stamp of the Greek orders ; but 
architecture of other types, like that of residences, civic buildings, and tombs, in which 
the orders do not necessarily appear, is assigned with g reater difficulty to this period 
before the fourth century when it became common to engrave dated inscriptions upo n 
all classes of buildings. But I have no do ubt that many of the non-relig ious edifices 
which do not take their place easily among the dated buildings of the three centuries 
which followed, are to be assigned to the first, second and third centuries , and some 
of them a re no doubt even earlier. A public bath and a fi ne monumental tomb both 
undated, a t 13r~d, would certainly fall into the category of buildings erected not later! 
th an the third century. A numerous group of structures, chiefly residences in al 
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probability, built in a certain style of polygonal masonry, may be attributed to the 
second and third centuries by reference to a building at .Br~d which bears an inscription 
of the year 207-8 after Chri t. But here , as elsewhere in Northern yria, there are 
examples of polygonal masonry unlike that for which we now have a definite date, and 
still more unlik that which by other dated inscriptions we have known to have been 
the work of Christian builders of the fourth century. The walls are of a different 
thickness, the stones in them are laid in a different manner, and were apparently 
dre sed with a different kind of tool. They are certainly not later than the fourth 
century, for they have !lothing in common with the masonry of the later centuries for 
which we have a wealth of dated inscriptions. Therefore it seems reasonable to assume 
that this type of polygonal masonry i earlier than the . second century, earlier even 
than the first, and not improbably coeval with the Hellenistic settlement of Syria under 
the Diarlochi in the fourth, third and second centuries before Christ, and this would 
place the buildings in this type of masonry as the most ancient relics of civilization thus 
far discovered in Iorthern Syria. 

The church buildings of the Djebel im<~n are of the hi CThest importance to the 
history of Christian architecture, not only because they include among their number 
the most significant Christian edifice built before the er ction of Hagia Sophia in 
Constantinople, namely the g reat Church of St. imeon Stylites i but for various other 
cogent reasons. First, because we find among them, at a place called Fafirtin, the most 
ancient Christian church of basilical form that has a date inscribed upon it, and which 
has known no alterations or restorations since it was erected. This church is dated in 
A. D . 372. Second, because the thirty-two chur hes and chapels of this region present 
an almost unbroken chronological sequence from a period which must be somewhat 
earlier than the date of the church at Fafirtln, to the year 60 2 after Christ. Third, 
because these churches, large and small, are on the whole in a far better state of 
preservation than any other g roup of churches in Syria, in addition to having the 
advantage, common to all these Syrian churches, of never having been restored, rebuilt, 
or al tered. In this sa me connexion "it may be added that certain interior features are 
preserved in place as they a re nowhere else in Syria i while other feat ures appear 
which have not been found in churches in any other part of the world . T he resi lential 
architecture of this region, that is the private houses, inns, and shops, does not differ 
in its essential characteristics fro m that of the towns in the hills lying immediately to 
the west a nd southwest. The're are many hundreds of buildings of this class, in a 
better or a worse state of preservation, two-storey structures with a lower and an upper 
loggia of rectangular monolithic piers, which reproduce the houses and shops and inns 
of the Djebel Halal>.ah and the Djebel Barisha:. There are also residences of greater 
pretensions in which the upper loggia is composed of colonettes with carved capitals 
of considerable beauty· but the e also are repetition of structures very numerous in 
regions which have been discussed already in these publications, and it seems unneces
sary to devote space to plans and descriptions of them. It will be found therefore 
that only those residential buildings which have some I eculiar feature, or present some 
new plan of arrangement, or are otherwise significant as having definite dates, are 
published in these pages. Many of the private hou es of the region are of more than 
common quality both as to dimensions and as to standards of construction and beauty 
of ornamental details, indicating a considerable degree of wealth and comparative luxury 
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a mong the ancient inhabitants. Judging by the number of dated houses, the early 
fi fth century would seem to have been the period of g reatest building activity in the 
Djebel Simcan. A majority of the ruined towns are so planned that there are closely 
set g roups of houses and shops near the centre of each town, large residences with 
more space about them surrounding these, or forming a quarter by themselves at one 
side; and detached villas are found on the outskirts of some of them. The number 
o f residential buildings published herewith gives no indication of the g reat body of 
domestic buildings that are still well preserved in these towns. 

T he unequal distribution of tombs of monumental character throughout the various 
d istricts into which we have divided Northern Syria is a matter which has been discussed 
earlier in these publ ications 1, and a problem for which there seems to be no satisfa ctory 
solu tion. Here in the Djebel Simcan we fi nd a single monumental tomb - a fi ne 
specimen of the pyramid elevated on arches -, at Brad, belong ing to the second or third 
century. In one of the greater monasteries of the region there is a sort of built 
campo san to, a large structure for the burial of the dead , and in or near several of the 
churches there are stone sarcophagi which were probably the tombs of the benefactors 
of those churches, or of the more important clergy. But beyond the earl y monumental 
tomb structure at Br~d and the tombs directly connected with monasteries and churches 
there are no tombs in the whole district of the Djebel Simc~n , saving a small number 
of rock-hewn sepulchres of the simplest variety, by no means sufficient numerically to 
represent the nekropoles of the many towns which were thriving here between the first 
a nd the seventh centuries. One must therefore conclude that the burials of rich and 
poor al ike ordinarily were made in simple graves excavated in the soil, and unmarked 
by stelae or other g raven stones; for the number of fun eral inscriptions is amazingly 
small in this locality in comparison with that of inscriptions of this class which are 
found in other districts of Syria , notably in the South where the fun erary inscriptions 
far outnumber every other class. 

G ENER AL SURVEY OF THE RUINS. More than half of the twentyfive ruins of the 
Djebel imcan were towns above the average in size among the hill-towns of Northern 
Syria . Br~d was a small city, containing a church which is hardly second to any in 
all Syria, another hurch of medium dimensions, a large undivided chapel, a public 
bath, and other ruins of a civic character. Its ruins of shops and private houses cover 
a broad area. Burdj I-:Iedar boasted of two basilical churches and two chapels, and its 
ruins of domestic architecture a re very extensive. Kal6ta contains the remains of three 
basilicas and a small chapel, and widely scattered ruins of shops and houses . The ruins 
of Sh~kh leman cover more ground than any of the others, but the buildings were 
not so densely placed ; there were at least three basilicas here, and many private 
r esidences of the better class. Basufan contained two large churches, Kefr Nabu a 
la rge church and a chapel, an extensive inn and many residential buildings of all 
classes. K harab Shems, Bashamra, Fafirttn, Battlta and Simkhar each had its fin old 
basilical church , its closely set group of shops and its outlying villas of the more modest 
type. The other ruins are less extensive, bu t each of them is more than a detached 
monastery or tower, and, with its chapel and watch-tower, and its g roup of residences, 
would have ranked as a village of fair size. The area of the entire region, if evenly 

I Il, B. 4, p. 156. 
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Ill. 279. View in the Djebcl Simc:l.n, in the vicinity of Banastur. 

Ill. 2:0. Yiew from I~alcal-Kalota, looking' East. Ruins of Kalata in l\!irldle Distance. 
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Yakut,l wntmg in the thirteenth century claimed great antiquity a well as the distinction 
of having been mentioned in the Pentateuch. lthough it i not probable that this 
place is to be identified with N ebo of umbers XXXII. 3, or Ezra II. 29, it is un
mistakably a very ancient site, and here was the shrine of a divinity imported into 

yria from syria as early a the ninth century before Christ. 2 The most ancient 
remains visible to-day are fragments of a temple, probably of the Roman period, which 
were built into the walls of an early church. There is also an inscription, dated 
A. D. 224, carved upon a lintel which came from the doorway of an oil-press b longing 
to the temple. There are moreover extensive ru ins of buildings in the earlier and 
later kinds of polygonal masonry· one of the latter being dated by an inscription on 
a carved lintel with the date 308 . D., (Ill. 322 ). The church, situated upon the 
highest point of the plateau, and probably occupying the site of the Pagan temple, 
was one of the larger church edifices of the r gion but is now almost level with the 
ground. A small undivided chapel with an apse and having a yriac inscription dated 
A. D. 525 upon its portal, is so well preserved that it has been roofed and provided 
with doors to make a residence for a certain Jew of leppo who controls the property 
around the ruins and makes occasional visits here. There are many ancient private 
dwellings one of which is dated in the middle of the fifth century, and a large building 
which I have designated as an inn. This is dated A. D. 504/ 5. There is no village, 
properly speaking, on the site· but a number of Kurdish families seem to be more or 
less permanently encamped among the ruins. The place has been visited by tvvo or 
three explorers in quest of the unique oil-press inscription, and by Miss Bell 3 who was 
the latest visitor to make mention of the place. 

CHURCH: We may begin with the church, not because it is the oldest of the 
buildings here i but because of the fact that it contains fragments which are definitely 
known to be not later than the second century of our era. It is well placed, upon a 
high level --spot i but the only details of its st'ructure that are standing over two metres 
above the foundations are the jambs of the two south portals and a single column ot 
one of the arcades oC the nave. It appears that the walls of the side aisles, the west 
front, and the clearstorey, all were constructed of small rubble laid in clay, and have 
disintegrated completely, and the only traces of the building are the remains of those 
parts which were built of quad rated blocks. These include th doorways, the interior 
arcades, and the greater part of the apse and side chambers. Two of the doorways 
are in place, the columns and arches of the arcades lie where they fell i but it seems 
that some of the blocks which composed the east end with its apse and side chapels 
have been removed i for there is no great quantity of fallen building material there, 
and the lower coms s of these features are plainly vi ible. ·With the aid of these 
lower courses, and the foundation courses of the nave, and with the bases of the 
interior columns still in place, it wa possible easily to draw a ground plan (Ill. 323) 
of the church, and, from the single standing column, to restore the nave arcades. 
The plan is of the usual type, with a nave of seven bays, 23.50 m. long and 16 m. 
wide. The lower two courses of the apse are built of column drums, I. 10 m. to I. I 3 m. 
in diameter, split vertically, carefully finished, and set on end. These of course had 
belonged to some earlier building of large scale, and probably to the temple of Seimios, 

1 cr. G. le Stra nge Palestine tlllder the lJfosleJltS" p. 470. 
2 cr. Ill, B. 6, commentary on iU5cr. I I 70. J Syl"ia. T he Desert alld t he Sown . p. 288. 
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side . The chapel is na rrow and undivided . The sanctuary, which is as wide as the 
nave, is separated from the nave by a tall narrow arch . The slabs of the pavement 
rest on the transverse arches of a basement, or crypt, in the rock-hewn waIls of whic~1 

arcosolia were carved. The chapel has a western porch. T he building adjoining it on 
the north consists of three rooms and a long covered passage next to the chapel. 

H ou E: I have chosen for publication a single example from among the private 
residences at Burdj "tI~dar ; and this because of a certain novelty of plan . The ho use 
is in the northern part of the town, and faces south. Its plan (Ill. 319) presents one 

ELEVATION· ----------- oM· 
-. . 

BVRD J HEDAR· 
HOVSE· 

Ill. 319. 

new featu re, conform ing otherwise to the ordinary type of two-storey house . F our of 
the eight bays, or divisions, of the lower portico of piers are walled up, and four are 
open, alternati ng by pairs. The upper portico was entirely open and was provided 
wi th a parapet in the usual method. The intermediate floor between the upper an d 
lower porti cos consists of stone slabs which lie longitudinally, and are carried on stout 
transverse stone beams, the ends of which project in salient bosses (Ill. 320). The 
lower floor consists of one large and two smaller roo ms in the main part of the house 
besides the two apartm ents walled off in the portico space. The large room had a 
transverse row of mangers which divided off a stable at one end. 

A mong the ruins of domestic architecture in this place are a number of stai rcases 
carved in sing le blocks of stone. The example illustrated herewith (Il l. 32 I) is a section 
of staircase with six steps, and there were other sections even larger. Staircases of 
this ort appears to have been common in the Djebel Sim(~n; but we foun d non 111 

its original position . 

85. KEFR NABO OR 1 ABO. 

Almo t due north of Burdj Hedar, upon the next plateau, with a broad shaII ow 
vaIIey lying between, rise the ruins of this old town, for which the Arab geographer 
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Ill. 317. Bltrclj I.IeclaT; Chapel, Interior, looking E ast. 
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with a sli;htly narrpwer rectangular sanctuary at the east elevated on three steps, with 
two doorways in the sou th wall, one in the east, and one in the north wall. A long 
narrow building extends a t an obtuse angle from the south side of the sanctuary. This 
consists of a vestibu le adjoining the chapel and two long rooms end to end. It was 
probably a clerical residence. Two photog raphs (Ills . 3 I 6 and 3 I 7), in addition to the 
scale drawings of sections and elevations given in Ill. 3 I 5, will erve to shovv the 
character' of the construction and ornament of this littl e church building. The walls 
are of larae and highly finished blocks in courses so high as to diminish the apparent 
scale of the structure. F lat arches, slig htly undercut, were in troduced in the walls 

. above all the lintels. The exterior ornament consists of ri chly moulded, sal ient cornices, 
and heavy relief mouldings for the windows and the side portals. The window mouldings 
are carried over the arcuated lintel , down the sides of the open ings, and from one 
window to another, terminating in loops at the ends of the walls. A moulding of 
sim il a r profi le was g iven to the circula r window in the west gable . The rich mouldings 
of the side portals are broken by di scs in high reli ef in the middle of each li ntel, and 
terminate in loo p beside the thresholds. The interior ornamen t is massed upon the 
east end. H ere one mounts to the little sanctuary by three steps, - the only feature 
of this kind th at has been preserved, or that is visible, in any of the churches of 
Northern Syria. The chancel arch sprin g from two low a ng le·piers with heavily 
moulded caps. The archivolt is adorn ed with rich carving consisting of a rope moulding 
and a series of p lain bands separa ted by bands of ba ket work. The slabs which form 
the ceiling of the sanctuary slope upward from the rear wall to a g roove cut above 
the chancel arch . This ceiling still shows remains of a painted design consisting of a 
diamond pattern, like a lattice, in g reen ulon a creamy background, with a la rge red 
fl ower conventionally treated in the middle of each diamond . A certain feature in this 
sanctuary proves baffling if one attempts t d iscover its pu rpose . It will be observed 
in the photograph (Ill. 3 I 7) that a sort of bo s protrudes from the soffit of the fou rth 

MORTVARy ......... 
CHAPEL 

BVRDJHEDAR· 
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voussoir of the chancel arch on both sides. This p roj ection 
has the form of a roug hly truncated pyramid, the uppermost 
side of which i provided with a wide, shallow groove. I 
have shown the placing of these features in the two Sections 
(A- B and -D) in Ill. 315 where there also appears a 
detail sketch marked (Z). It is not an entirely satisfa ctory 
answer to a question as to the purpose of these two bosses 
to say that they were intended to carry a wooden beam for 
the support of a curtain in front of the altar i for, in th e 
first place, a beam proportioned to the size and massiveness 
of the supports would be much heavier tha n necessary to 
carry such a curtain , and, in the second place, a curtain 
hung from such a beam would not nearly close the arch. 
Of course it is not im possible that this was the actual pur
pose of the bosses, although no similar attachments have 
been found in any other chancel arch i but I am inclined 

to believe that some more likely use will be suggested. 

MORTUARY HAPEL: 1 ear the western limits of the ruin stands a small group of 
buildings (Ill . 3 18), pos ibly a ve ry small convent, with an oblong chapel on its western 
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Ill. 312. Burdj r.Tectar : West Church. Yiew from the Southwest. 
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The restoration of the church is not difficult. There were two doorways in the 
north wall and small windows with rounded tops , but their exact position in the wall 
could not be determined. The windows of the clearstorey were rectangular as is hown 
by lintels lying in the nave, but the height of the clearstorey wall must be conjectured. 
The finish of the cut stone throughout the building is of the highest quality as may 
be observed by examining the faces of the arches of the farther arcade, shown in 
Ill. 3 I 2, where the joints of the stonework are scarcely visible. This work was in 
strong con trast with the main body of the wall structure which was exceedingly poor 
and rough. Very little carved ornament of any kind appears in this church . The 
capitals of the columns of the nave arcades are a simple variety of Doric, with thin 
abacus, straight echinus, plain necking, and a simply moulded cincture. The bases are 
of plain torus form, and are elevated on high plinth blocks. The faces of all the arches, 
large and small, are plain but highly finished and were probably painted. The lintels 
of the two south portals which are still standing upon jambs that were built up in 
courses, are decorated with - the simplest doorcaps of characteristic yrian form. The 
more westerly had two bands in relief under a moulding which has been broken away, 
and a brief undated inscription below the bands. The other lintel has a sino'le broad 
band or plate in relief under a moulding of rather labOt'ate profile. This lintel also 
bears three crosses in relief (Ill. 3 I 2). All the detail of this church, both constructional 
and decorative, point to an early dat i especially when studied in comparison with the 
details of other churches in the vicinity. The combination of highly finished cut stone 
with rubble masonry, the use of rectangular window in the clearstorey, and the sim
plicity of the ornament, a ll suggest a date not far from the middle of the fourth century. 
The dOOl'caps above the south portals are quite similar to corresponding details in the 
private and funeral architecture of orthern yria which bear dates between the years 

340 and 352. 
EAST CHURCH: The smaller basilica of Burdj 1:I A dar is somewhat less interesting, 

and is manifestly later. Little of its structure i standing (Ill. 3 I 3) excepting the chancel 
arch, the arch of the prothesis, the lower half of the walls of the side chambers, and 
the west wall. The grou nd plan (Ill. 3 14) is typical. The nave is broad in proportion 
to its length and had five bays. Th apse is not only of horse·shoe form in plan, 
but presents a chancel arch of the same shape, as the photograph plainly shows (Ill. 313). 
Both side chambers were connected with the sanctuary . An unsymmetrical court preceded 
the west wall. This court had a tower built out from its southwest angle. It was 
entered through three rectangular openings separated by piers, had porticos of piers on 
its north and east sides, and an interior porch of two columns on the south. A building 
of two rooms of equal size and apparently only one storey high closed the north side 
of this court or atrium, the south portico had only a back wall i but the projections of 
the two outer walls were about equal. The ornament is strangely placed i for though 
the chancel arch is plain save for a di c in relief upon its keystone, the arch of the 
prothesis is richly moulded and cu ped. The mouldings of the doorcap of the diaconicon, 
those of the apse piers and the nave responds which are on one level, and those of 
the piers of the prothesis indicate sixth century models. 

CHAPEL: This little building is one of the most attractive in the Djebel Simcan, 
both on account of the extraordinary state of preservation in which it has survived, 
and the unusual features wh ich it contains. The plan (Ill. 3 I 5) is oblong and undivided, 
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one openlOg to the other, not at the sill level in the usual manner, but at half the 
height of the windows, and terminate in loops at both ends. There are no ornamental 
door-caps above the portals · but brackets placed just above the ends of the lintel 
stones show that porches were projected though there are no signs that these were 
ever built. 

84. BURDJ l:lEDAR. 

Here we found one of the largest and most beautifully situated of the ruined towns 
to the east of Katat imcan . It spreads out over the comparatively level surface of a 
fine plateau. I ear the centre of the town stands a high tower, rebuilt in part, though 
probably during the Christian period. There are ruins of fine houses, and streets of 
bazaars well preserved. A little to the west of the heart of the town itself is a large 
church in which both interior arcades are standing. n the eastern confines are another 
church much destroyed and a perfectly preserved chapel, and, at the opposite end of 
the ruins, a small mona tery with a burial chapel. 

WEST CHURCH: The largest single building in the town was an early basilical 
church (Ill. 3 I I) which is a striking ruin owing to the manner in which the earthquakes 
have dealt with it. From a distance one observes only the two interior arcades of 
Doric columns carrying massive arches, six on a side. The side walls, the end wall, 
and the half dome of the apse all have fallen, and the clearstorey walls have entirely 
disappeared (Ill. 3 I 2). On closer inspection it will be found that the jambs and lintels 
of the two doorways in the south wall are still in place, that the arch of the prothesis 
is standing, and that a small half dome protruding ea tward from the prothesis is in a 
perfect state of pres rvation. It becomes clear that all the parts of the structure which 
were constructed of large and well dressed blocks of stone, saving only the half dome 
of the apse, are still standing, and that the fallen portions were made of loose rubble 
in comparatively large pieces set in clay, or of a poor quality of polygonal masonry. 
The plan of the church itself presents no innovations. e have here a nave of medium 
dimensions, 14.60 m. by 19 m., having six bays; we have the common disposition of 
the apse between side-chambers, concealed on the outside by a flat east wall, we have 
an arch opening into the south chamber, and a plain doorway leading into the diaconicon ; 
but we observe that the prothesis has a most unusual form which is probably the result 
of an early reconstruction; but which produces a result not paralleled in any other 
Syrian church. The south wall of this chamber with its doorway was moved more than 
2 metres to the south (Ill. 3 I I), and another entrance was provided in the west wall 
giving upon the end of the portico which extended along the south wall of the church. 
The east wall of the chamber "vas set out a distance corr sponding to its own thickness, 
and a fine apse was erected which bears no axial relation to the chamber itself or to 
any of its entrances. This apse was built up in rectangular form on the outside. The 
enlargement and extension thus effected provided a chapel of con iderable dimensions, 
but of irregular shar e. The interior is filled up with debris so that I was unable to 
examine the floor of the apse to discover if it contained a font: for it seems not im
probable that the prothesis was converted by these changes into a baptistery. It would 
be important if one could determine whether this chapel had served as both prothesis 
and baptistery after the alterations. portico of plain monolithic piers extended along 
the south wall of the nave, and a walled atrium was provided on this side. 
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of the difference in the relative width of nave and side aisles i but judging by the few 
details which remain. 

83. KEFR LAB. 

All that there is of interest in this deserted ruin centres in its -little church, or 
chapel (Ill. 309) one of a type that is so numerous in the Djebel 'imean, and so well 
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thresholds, and the window 

the region. There are scattered remains here of houses 
of a poorer class architecturally speaking i but nothing 
so attractive as the little four-square chapel which might 
be used as a place of worship to-morrow if its wooden 
roof were only in place. This building should be com
pared with almost similar ones at Burdj I:I~dar, Brad, 
Surl~anya, Burdjkeh, and Batflta, all to be pu blished later 
in this part. The plan (Ill. 3 IO) is exceedinaly simple, 
consisting of an oblong undivided 
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nave with a somewhat narrower rect
angular sanctuary opening by means 
of an arch out of its eastern end, 
with doorways at the west end and 
in both side walls, and a row of fi ve 
round-topped windows high up on 
either side. The roof of the sanctuary 
was composed of long slabs of stone. 
The ornament, aside from the usual 
cornices, consists of the mould ings of 
the portals which are in relief and 
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mouldings which are incised and are carried along from 



Ill. 305. J3n~iI(ftn; Church of St. Ph ocas, Column of Apse, 
Pier- cap and A rch of Prothes is. 

IIlI. 306. Ba~iIran : Church of St. Phocas, Window in South 
Wall and Sy riac Inscription. 

Ill. 309. Kefr Lab; Chnpel. View from the South . 
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CHURCH OF ST. PI-lOCAS : Date, 491-2 A. D.: The better preserved of the two 
churches is represented by the walls of its apse and two ide-chambers and the wall 
of the south aisle ' the bases of five columns are in place, and the remainder of the 
walls may be traced in fou ndations. The towers which were added in the Middle 
Ages, when the church was converted into a fort, we re placed in the middle of the 
fr ont and side wall, extending outward. The plan (Ill. 304) shows an exposed apse 
between side chambers, the ' diaconicon on the north and the prothesis, with its arch, 
on the south commun icating with the apse . It shows a single portal in the south wall , 
which is almost hidden by the " aracenic" tower, and a nave of seven bays. The 
position of the other portals could not be determined. The most interesting and im
portant fea ture of this plan is the placing of columns, one on either side of the apse, 
in the angles between the nave piers and the ends of the apse wall , to carry the 
chancel arch. T hese columns are of the Corinthian order and have spiral flu ti ngs. 
A ll the interior details a re the work of skilled craftsmen. The capitals of the spirally 
fluted columns are of the wind-blown variety, and are beautifully wrought (Ills. 304 and 
305), as are the caps of the pi rs of the nave and the mouldings of the chancel arch 
and the arch of the prothesis, both of which are provided with an outer row of cusps. 
F urther imp0rtance is added to these details by the fact that the church is definitely 
dated. section of the south wall is preserved to its entire height (Ill. 3°6); but is 
almost completely hidden by one of the towers. The importance of this part of the 
church is also enhanced by the date engraved upon it; fo r the wall has a base moulding, 
a string mouldi ng at the level of the window sills, window mouldings above the string 
course, and spiral loops at the end of the window moulding and on either side of the 
portal. T his part of the church has been somewhat damaged by fire, (Ill. 306) and 
could not be photographed satisfactorily, I therefore made a careful measured drawing 
(Ill. 307), which is reproduced herewith, showing all these feat ures of ornament which 
I have named, and for which we have had hitherto no dated inscriptions earlier than 
the middle of the sixth century. The inscription 1 here appears on a dove-tailed plate 
between the mouldings of two windows, as the photograph and drawing show ; it is in 
Syriac, and dedicates the church to St. Phocas in A. D. 49 1-2 . 

WE T CHURCH: T he other church was almost exactly the same in size as the church 
of 51. Phocas. The fragments of it which remain are scanty indeed, yet enough to 
g ive us a very clear notion of the form and proportions of the building. A t the west 
end stand the two piers of the nave arcades (Ill. 308); these are well over two metres 
high . T wo columns of the sou th aisle are also standing, with g rape vines trained upon 
them; these give the intercolumniations of the nave, for one of them is the first column 
on the sou th side. T here are also three bases in situ. At the opposite end of the 
church are the eastern respond of the south arcade, a fragment of apse wall, both piers 
of the a rch of the diaconicon and a small bit of its south wall. It wi ll thus be seen 
that we have to conjecture only the depth of the apse and the width of the north aisle . 
Outside of the line of the side wall, by 2 m. or more, and near the middle of the wall , 
stands a handsome doorway which, if it is in place, could not have been one of the 
south portals of the church unless there was a vestibule on this side, which would be 
most unusual. T his church appears to be older than the other, not only on acco unt 

1 Div. IV, Sect. E, inscT. 50. 
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restored from the actual remains, as may be seen in the I hotograph on page 188 of 
the A . A. E. S. Il, and with the aid of Plate 145 in La Syr£e Ce'lltrale. Only the 
co]onettes which adorn the little apse, and the roof of the chapel, are conjecturaL 
The portion of the exterior of th . eastern basilica which appears in this Section E-F 
has, as a basis for restoration, the aisle wall intact. This wall shows a deep semi
circular incision above the portal for the insertion of the ends of the slab of a curved 
porch·roof which was carried on two columns. Such curved roofs upon distyle porches 
were not . uncommon in the churches of Northern Syria. The clearstorey wall is restored 
on the evidence of fragments lying in all four 'of the basilica. It seems certain that 
the interior of the clearstorey was embellished ' with a row of colonnettes carried upon 
corbels and supporting corbels which in turn bore the ends of the roof beams; as is 
shown in ection -E, and a is vouched for by M. de Vogi..ie in his Fig , 43; but it 
is impossible to discover if the exterior face of the wall was similarly enriched or not. 
The great ba ilica of aint ergios at Rus~pha 1 is known to have had both an interior 
and an exterior colonnade in the clear torey, and there are exterior as well as interior 
colonettes in the clearstor y of the south far;ade here in t . imeon's; but I have omitted 
them elsewhere. The tile roofs which are indicated in the drawing are, of course, 
conjectural. Months might be spent in making measured drawings of the details fo this 
remarkable monument; for the present however the beautiful and exceedingly accurate 
drawings published by M. de VogUe, in his Plates 146, 147 and 148, must suffice to 
illustrate the wealth and refinement of the carved ornament of Saint Simeon's church at 
I~alCat inl'an. 

81. T AI>:LEH. 

This rum lies a short distance to the south of I>:arat 'im c~n, on the eastern side 
of the valley which divides the Djebel Ijalal):ah from the jebel imc~n, and part way 
up the slope of the latter mountain. I did not visit this place, since the reports of 
those of my party who did visit it made it seem unnecessary for me to do so. The 
ruins can be seen very plainly from I}:alCat imc~n' they cover only a small area, but 
appear to preserve at least one building of considerable height. 

82 . EA.OFA . 

Here are the nllns of an ancient town of considerable sIze which wa occupied by 
the Moslems in the Middle ges , and is still inhabited, during part of the year at 
least, by a group of Kurdish families who have built comparatively comfortable houses 
among the ruined ones. There is a never·failing spring in a depression below the 
village, and a grove of trees of great age, near which is a Mohammedan grave yard 
to which Moslem dead are brought from miles around. The Mediaeval and modern 
occupation, and consequent rebuildings, have all but obliterated the ancient buildings. 
Th re were two large churches here, one of which was converted into a Moslem 
stronghold by the addition of square towers, and still preserves important parts of its 
original structure, the other 1S to be traced only in its outlines in the midst of a 
flourishing vineyard. 

I cr. E. Herzfeld. M onatshefte fii l' Kwzstwissem c/laft, 1I Jahrgang, 1909, 100, Abb. 6. 
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on both sides. A photograph of the exterior of these apses will be found in Ill. 30 I, 

other photographs of the exterior and interior of this part of the church appear on 
pages 186 and 187 of the A . A. E. S. II i beautiful measured drawings of the exterior 
and interior details of the apses form the subjects of Plates 143 and I48 in La Syrie 
Cent1l'ale. 

The restoration of the north fac;ade, in Plate XXIV, was a simple task, wi th the 
aid of M. de VogUe's drawings; for this part of the edifice is remarkably well pre
served, as Ill. 302 shows. The whole of the g round storey is still standing, together 
with the pilasters at the sides of the quadruple window in the upper storey and the 
bases of two of the three colonettes which divided the opening. In the remarkable 
perspective shown in Plate 145 of La Sync Cmtrale, which by the way should be 
compared with Ill . 300 , two of the colonettes of this wi ndow a re shown as standing 
with the architraves and two of the arches in place. Therefore only the gable end is 
restored i for there is ample evidence for the two screen walls which are shown as 
rising to a straight line at the c1earstorey level at the ends of the aisles . These screen 
walls, which appear to have had no cornice feature to crown them, and which seem 
to have had no particular architectural reason for their existence, were reproduced in 
the fac;ade of the vVest Monastery at Dh Simc~n (Ill. 290), and probably in other 
churches of the region which a re less well preserved. T he employment of pilasters a t the 
angles of this north fac;ade is interesting as illustrating the revival of Classical motives, 
a nd the doubling and playful use of the mouldings are striking examples of native taste. 

The most interesting, perhaps, of the restorations i that entitled E levation ~-F, 
which shows the so uth fac;ade of the southern basilica where the principal entrance to 
the g reat church stands, the outside walls of the octagonal court, and two of the 
trapezoidal chapels which open out from the oblique sides of the octagon and the apses 
which are attached to them, one of which, that on the right, is perfectly preserved, 
the other is completely ruined. To the left is shown the exterior of the western half 
o f the eastern basilica with one of its distyle porches restored. The evidence fo r the 
restoration of the south fac;ade with its arched porch is found chiefly in the existing 
remain. M. de VogUe presents a view in elevation of this fac;ade in its actual state, 
and numerous I hotographs of it have been published, among which I may mention 
that on page 184 of the A . A. E . S. 11. It will be observed, in my restoration, that 
only the gable end is conjectural i the colonettes which stand upon the buttresses on 
e ither side of the middle arch, and which carried water pouts, are restored from their 
bases which are in situ , and from the brackets above them which are still in place. 
In the same way the colonnettes which divide the c1earstorey windows into groups of 
two, were restored from corl Is in place above and below them. In comparing this 
restoration with M. de VogUe s drawing of the actual state, it will be noticed that the 
s ide portals in my drawing a re not centered upon the side arches of the narthex. 
This irregularity in the restoration is the result of careful measurements which are 
borne out by one of the photographs (Ill. 303) which shows the interior of this wall 
with the side portal set well to one side of the end of the aisle, leaving room for a 
window between it and the pier of the nave arcade. The sa me photograph shows the 
only remaining bit of c1earstorey wall with the upper and lower row of corbels con
nected with the interior c1earstorey colonnade. The outer walls of the octagon and of 
the trapezoidal chapel with its a pse, which appear on the right of the fac;ade , are 



Ill. 302 . l~al 'at Sim':'\n: Church of St. Simeon, 'orth End . 

Ill. 303. I~a l'at Sim'iin; orthern Arch of Octagon fro m the inside. View looking outh. 
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In the preparation of the restorations given in Plate XXIV, in which I was ably 
assisted by Mr. Edwin A . Park, I made extensive use of the heig hts g iven in detail 
by M. de VogUe in a drawing on page 144 (Fig. 43) of La Syrz"e Cen tra le. These 
measurements, given in ancient feet and palms, when reduced to metres according to 
the ratio mentioned by M. de VogUe on page 25, i. e. 0 .308 m. to the foot, agree 
with all the measurements of heights which I made on the spot. But there were a 
few oth er measurements, such as the intercolumniation shown in Fig. 43 of La ')'rz"e 
Centra le, which I was unable to harmonize eith er with the ground plan g ive n by M. 
de VogU ' or with my own measurements. This intercolumniation, which corresponds 
to 3.69 m., is somewhat too wide to allow seven bays in each of the three short arms 
of the church, and entirely too wide to allow ten bays of the same width in the longer 
eastern basilica . There are no arcade columns in place here to-day, but it is quite 
plain that not all the intercolumniations were equal· and those of other churches in 
which the arcades are pre erved also show considerable irregularity in this regard . 

ccording to my fig ures, the intercolumniations of all four churches were a little under 
3.50 m., and this would g ive nine bays to the eastern basilica , and seven to each of 
the other basilicas. 

The restoration of details that are no longer in place is derived from two sources, 
one found in detai ls that are still lying in the ruins , the other in analogies with other 
buildings in Syria in which such detai ls are in place, or fro m combinations of these two 
sources. Thus, for instance, the gable ends of the basilicas are restored in part from 
details lying among the ruins, and partly from gables in the neighbourhood which are 
still p reserved . The longitudinal section (PI. XXIV, ection - B) shows the western 
and the ea tern basilicas, and the octagonal court with the base of a int imeon's pillar, 
a rock-hewn foundation, in the middle. Hardly a single detail of this section is entirely 
conj ectural. The measured drawing of M. de VogUe ( . c. Fig. 43) furnishes the 
heig ht of the columns and of the wall above them, my measurements give the inter
columniations in both basilicas, a nd the debris furnishes the actual forms of the details. 

learly one half of the north wall of the western basilica is standing · and the whole 
of the north wall of the eastern basilica, together with the apse, is perfectly preserved. 
I t will be observed that the ea t ends of the a isle walls of the eastern basilica, cor
responding to two bays of the nave, a re higher by a single course than the rest of the 
walls. This extra height was a necessity in connexion with the side chambers Hand 
K which joined on to the walls on either side, and caused a break in the aisle roof. 
The only details of the oc tagonal court which are conj ectu red are the gable end, and 
these only partly so. A ll the arches shown here are standing, the brackets which 
carried the colonettes in the angles are in place, and the colonettes themselves were 
found in fragments. The corbels of the great cornice are some of them till in place, 
and many blocks of t11e cornice itself, with their conchas, were found in the ruins, as 
were also blocks from the raking cornice of the gable. It seems certain that the four 
cardinal ides of the octagon were provided with gables which rep resented the ends of 
the roofs of the four basilicas, and that · the oblique sides terminated in straight cornices. 
The other section (C- D) shown in Plate XXIV is drawn almost entirely from extant 
remains. The columns and the gable are of cour e restored . The wall above the 
right-hand apsis is complete, and the corre ponding wall on the left is restored from it. 
These are merely screen walls terminating at the top in a cornice which is moulded 
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I>:AL'AT SIM'AN. 

C[-lUR I-I OF T. JMEON TYLITES: I>:atat Sim'an is not to be regarded as a place 
separate and distinct from Dh Sim'an, but as the crowning fea ture of the place, it s 
akropolis, as it were. On e would hardly imagine that any information of importance 
could be added to the magnificent publication of St. Simeon's shrine presented by M. 
de Vogih~ ,l and indeed I have nothing new to offer in . the way of architectural deta ils; 
but, since I had the g ood fortune to have with me at Kal'at Sim'~n an engineer, 
Mr. F. T orris, and since he had with him a transit instrument, a detail of eq uip
ment which M. de VogUe did not have, I asked him to make some accurate obvervations 
upon the general lines of the g reat church, with the result, rather anticipated on the 
occasion of my former visit, that important departures from symmetry were discovered 
in th e orientation of the eastern arm of the great cruciform building, as is shown in 
Plate XXIII. A nd when it became apparent that I must publish anew the plan of the 
g reat hurch, I determined to add ' a few more studies, by way of supplementing 1. de 
VogUe's Ilates, and took a few careful measurements with that end in view. T hese 
new studies, which are embodied in Plate XXI V, are based, it should be noted , partly 
upon new measurements, but principally upon the plates of La Syn'e CentraZe. l They 
consist of a longitudinal section of the church from west to east, a cross section thro ugh 
the east rn basilica, and elevations of the north and south ends. Four new photographs 
are also added (Ill 's 3° 0- 3°3) to supplement my seven photographs published in D iv. II 
A . A. E . S., pages 184-19°. In Plate XXIII an effort has been made to indicate in 
the pla n the parts which are standing, according to the table presented at the beginni ng 
o f each of these Parts . Thus one may see, by a giance at the g round plan, which 
walls and columns and arches are standing, which are perfectly self-evident from 
found a tions or from fallen walls, and which are conjectural, or taken over from M. de 
Vog Ue's plan without any other indication of their former existence. 

The transit instrument, set up directly above the middle of the great base of St. 
Simeon's column in the cen tre of the octagon, shows that a line drawn toward the 
true T orth strikes the northwest angle of the north arm of the church, and that this 
lin e prod uced in the opposite direction will strike the southeast angle of the south a rm . 
A lin drawn through the centre of the north and south arches of the octagon evenly 
bisects the north a nd south a rms of the church, and a line drawn at right angles to 
this bisects the western arm ; bu t this line produced toward the east does not bisect 
the ma in eastern basilica , but falls 2.43 m. south of the middle of the curved wall of 
the apse. This throws the main axis of the basilica well to the left of a perpendicular 
to the main axis of the north and south arms of the church. But even this divergence 
does not bring the axis of the eastern basilica to a right angle with the true North line, 
This change would seem to necessitate a redrawing of the g reat group of monastic 
buildings to the southeast of the main church, as shown in M. de VogUe 's Plate 139; 
but, as a matter of fact , the alterations would be hardly noticeable; for, although the 
a xis of the small church (M) on the south side of the east end of the great church is 
parallel to the axis of the g reat church, slight adjustments and compensations were made 
in the buildings directly a djoining it to the south, the rooms not being exactly rectang ular. 

I S. C. PIs. 139-150. 



Ill. 300. J~al'a t Sim'an. View from Tower at the North. 

111. 30 1. J~al'al Sim'an' Church of St. SimeoD. Yiew of A pses from . E. 
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also faces upon the court. The building upon the street, to the west, looks like a small 
private house. 

H OUSE 1. O. I: In another grollp of buildings well to the west of the above is a 
remarkable structure which I have called House o. 1. This is a fine building, three 
storeys high, which looks like a private residence, but which possibly may have been 
an inn of unusual pret ensions. A side view of this edifice is shown in a sketch 1 by 
M. de VogUe, and I gave a photograph of the front of it in the publications of the 
American Expedition. 2 Herewith I p resent (Ill. 299) ground plans of two floors and 
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a front elevation and section drawn to scale. The ground floor differs from the other 
two. The dividing members here are in part arches, while on the floors above they 
are only rectang ular piers and little columns. From ection -B one might imagine 
that the central part of the house was open from g round floor to roof; but the holes 
for beams show that every part of the house was divided by intermediate floors of wood. 
The house g ives an impression of considerable dignity and elegance. Its details would 
place its date early in the fifth century. It was no doubt one of a large number of 
three-storey houses, but is the only one in orthern yria, with the exception of the 
tower-houses, that has been able to withstand the shocks of hundreds of earthquakes. 

l S. C. PI. 109. 2 A. A . E . S. p. 175. 
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chapel within the inn, with nave, choir or bema, and sanctuary, and gives nse to the 
question as to whether this was not a monastery. similar arrangement however is 
to be seen in a pandocheion of somewhat different general plan at outhern D a na . 1 

At the extreme northwest angle of the portico of this building is a small enclosure 
which served as a la trz"na , and just south of it, still in the portico, i a larger inclosure 
the purpose of which is not lear. But the most interesting feature of the edifice is a 
double row of monolithic piers near the northeast corner, which carry heavy architraves 
and slabs of stone forming a narrow viaduct, preci ely like a bridge, connecting with 
a broad rock-hewn terrace cut in the hill-side on a level with the upper loggia or 
gallery of the inn. Thi feature is indicated on the plan (Ill. 297) and is well illustrated 
in Plate 108 of M. de VogUe's book. The rock-hewn terrace, beautifully smooth and 
even in surface , looks like a particularly fine threshing floor or even a da ncin a place i 
but at its northeast angle stands a tomb chapel (Ill. 297) which is almost half rock
hewn, and in the perpendicular face of rock which bounds the terrace toward the east 
are two rock-hewn arcosolia with highly ornamented piers and archivolts. The upper 
storey of the tomb char el was reached from the outside by steps cu t in the natural 
rock, it seems to have comprised a sing le large . room. One of the arcosolia in the 
lower storey protrudes from the line of the south wall and, together with a large part 
of the wall itself on that side, was U pared" in the living rock. 

uBAS1LICA" : There is a group of buildings on the principal east-and-west street of 
the town just above the point where it turns to enter the Vz"a Sac1"a . Most of them 
are inns of the poorer class i but one of them ( o. III on the map) I have cho en for 
special comment . I have called it a Basilica, or law-court, sim ply because it is a 
public building of some dignity and is not oriented. The g round-plan (Ill. 298) pre ents 
a large rectang le Ism. by 8 m., spanned by a broad and high transverse arch, and 
having a fine porch, tetrastyle in antis, at one end. There are large portals at both 
e nds and one in one ide of the building. The walls and the high arch of the interior 
are standing, the front portico has fallen down, but its great colum ns lie in the ruin, 
and it is possible to discover that the gable en~ of the building was set over the main 
wall, and not above the porch which carried a leanto-roof, in which feature the building 
differs trom structures of the Classical period. Portals at opposite ends of a public 
building with an undivided interior are rare, and suggest only the curious building 
erected under the Emperor Philip at Dm Ar in the I:Iaur~n. 2 The details of this building 
however indicate a date not earlier than the fifth century after Christ. 

PANDOCHEION' D ATE: 479 A. D. The inn of M. de Vogue's inscription S stands 
next to the U Basilica" on the west. The illustration of it given in La »'rz"e Cenh"ale 4. 

is confused and misleading i but the building, or group of buildings, is much more 
ruinous now than it was when the early sketch was drawn. The plan g iven in Ill. 298 
requires no elucidation. The group is very irregular, and is formed about a court of 
irr gular shape. The inscription which tells us that ymeones built the inn in the 
month of July 479 was written over the doorway of the princiI al entrance within a 
portico of piers. The large room of the inn has doorways on three sides i there is a 
stable in the court yard at the rear, and another building possibly a dependence which 

I cc. 11. B. 3· p. 139. 
3 lII, B. 6. inse. I 154. 

2 ef. A. A . E . S. H, p. 400. 

4 S. C. PI. 1 14. 
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The east wall of this room contains a broad arch which opens into another room which 
occupies the width of the portico. Eastward from this room opens, by an arch, a small 
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lIl. 297, 

square room roofed in stone, precisely like the sanctuary of a small chapel, which 
contains three tombs below the floor level. In plan this g ives the appearance of a 

Publications of the Princeton University Archaeological E xpeditions to Syria, Div, Il, Sec. il, Pt. 6. 37 
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plate presents a perspective view from the northeast, my photograph (Ill. 296) shows 
the building from the west , a plan is g iven in Ill. 297. It will be observed that there 
are two separate buildings of the same general type set end to end. Both are surrounded 
with wide porticos in two storeys in the usual manner. The southern build ing is ex
ceeding ly well preser ved, only the middle parts of its side walls a nd part of its western 
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porti cos having fa llen. The northern building is almost twice the usual length of the 
largest structures of this class · the walls of the southern ha lf of thp: b uildi ng proper, 
with parts of its porticos, is completely preserved, the remainder is in ruins (Ill. 296). 
The lower porticos of both of these buildings are exceptionally hig h. The south building 
is divided by a single partition wall which cuts off an oblong room in its] south end~ 
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three arches of the entrance and the cloister is a wall with an arched portal and two 
arched windows in it. A stair-case in the west end of the vestibule connected with 
the loggia above it . The three remaining sides of the cloister are exactly similar. 
They compose an ambulatory of five bays on a side, in two storeys, both . consisting 
of monolithic piers and architraves. The lower piers have moulded brackets at the 
sides by way of caps and the lower arch itrave is moulded, the upper storey is plain 
and is provided with simple panels between the piers. Behind the piers, on the other 
side of the cloister walk, are arcosolia hewn in the living rock which has been evenly 
cut away on all three sides of the cloister. There are five of these rock-hewn arcosolia 
in the east wall, six in the south and five in the west wall which is flu sh with the 
east wall of the church above, so that the arcosolia are underneath the church. The 
archivolts of all the arcosolia are carved with simple mouldings. The back wall of the 
upp r ambulatory is built directly above the arcosolia_ The tombs of this very elaborate 
and dig nified campo san tfJ may have been intended only fo r high dignataries of the church. 

Otlzer Buildings: The remaining buildings of this g roup require but litti e comment . 
The buildings which I have called stoas, in the east end of the enclosure are in tvvo 
storeys. Two of them had front walls above the rows of piers below. The inns were 
aloin two storeys, and the g reat cloister with the long stoa on the north and the 
porticos of the inns on th east and west was provided on three sides with covered 
walks. All of these buildings a re of the plainest variety, consisting of simple upright 
monoliths, plain architraves, and massive solid walls, and having no mouldings or other 
ornament save their simple cyma-recta cornices. 

ORTH CHURCH: This church stands in the northeastern quarter of the ruins. It 
preserves its w st front almost completely, its side walls in part, and a tower at its 
southeast angle in entirety; the interior columns and arches, the half-dome of the apse, 
and the walls of the northea t chamber have collapsed. Its ground plan (Il l. 294) is 
typical, with a nave of five bays and an apse and side chambers within a straight east 
wall. The chamber on the south side of the apse, the prothesis , has an arched entrance, 
the other chamber has a doorway upon the north aisle and has direct communication 
with the sanctuary. The arcades of the nave terminated in half colums beside the apse. 
The apse itself had one large arched window. The western portal and the portal 111 

the south aisle were provided with bicolumnar porches with double-pitched roofs of stone 
slabs as may be seen from the deep sockets in the walls cut to receive them (Ill. 295 ). 
The doorways were embellished with carved bevelled dOOl-caps and deep frame mouldings 
with cusping outside of a ll. The aisle windows and one of those in the prothesis were 
rectangular with incised mouldings on the lintels only. The west fac;,:ade has been restored 
correctly· for remnants of the ro und window lie just inside the portal and more than 
half of the rest of the wall is in place. The tower is probably to be restored with a 
pyramidal roof as no remains of gables were found. T he ruins would seem to indicate 
that there was no corresponding tower above the diaconicon. 

GREAT PANDOCHEION: The huge half-ruined structure at the foo t of the slope of 
t . Simeon's Mount, at the edge of the southeast quarter of the town , has been described 

by M. de Vogue 1 as a pandocheion, and conforms in plan and structure to the type 
of building which seems unmistakably to represent the inn for pilgrims. M. de Vogue 's 

1 s. c. PI. 108. 
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The doorway of the diaconicon is provided with frame mouldings and a doorcap. The 
arch of the prothesis is adorned with incised mouldings, and incised mouldings were 
applied to the faces of the arches of the nave. These were returned upon the stilt
block of each arch and were carried on from arch to arch. The capitals of the columns 
of the nave arcade are good examples of a well proportioned and carefully executed 
type of Corinthian in which the foliage is carved with much of Classical spirit, but 
with Oriental fineness of detail. The mouldings of the exterior, like those of the inside, 
are of two kinds, one in relief, the other incised. The cornices are all simple and 
salient. The frame mouldings and dOOl'cap of the portals are all in relief as is the 
belt course which is carried around the building at the level of the window sills. But 
the mouldings of the windows and of the relieving arche above the portals, which are 
carried without break from opening to opening above the salient belt course, are all 
incised. The arcuated lintels and the blocks which stood between the windows of the 
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clear tory were represented in the debris within the church, all these have incised 
mouldings, and greatly facilitated the restoration of the clearstory (Ill. 28 9). 

Campo Santo: This is an entirely new feature in the architecture of yria, a burial 
cloister, or campo santo. East of the church, and on a level nearly 3 m. below it, is 
a nearly rectangular cloister opening toward the north upon the chief cloister of the 
monastery (Ill. 286). The entrance consists of a triple-arched vestibule flanked on the 
west by a rectangular apartment and on the east by the end of one of the stoas. 
The three arches of the outer entrance which are perfectly preserved (Ill. 293) are of 
slightly unequal span, the middle one being wider than the others which are equal. 
They are stilted, and are carried upon two Corinthian columns with rather simply carved 
capitals, and two piers with plainly moulded caps. bove the arches runs a moulded 
string course, and above this was a second storey in the shape of an open loggia 
(Ill. 289) composed of plain 1: ctangular piers with unmoulded architraves. Between the 
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th ree windows, the south chamber, i. e . the prothesis, opens upon the aisle by an arch, the 
other chamber has a door\Vay upon the north aisle and is directly connected with the 
apse. T he nave has a great western portal and two doorways in either of the side 
aisles. T he lower storey and part of the upper storey of the west fa<;:ade (Ill. 287 ), 
the south wall entire (Ill. 288), part of the north wall, and the whol east end, with 
the exception of the half dome of the apse, are still standing . The interior colum ns 
and arches have fallen; but all their details and those of the clearstorey are lying un
touched in the nave. This fact greatly facilitated the restoration of the interior (Ill. 289). 
The r storation of the west fa <;:ade (Ill. 290) is a simple matter from the material in 
place (Ill. 287) and t hat lying inside the church. The bases of the two colonettes 
which divided the triple-arched opening of the upper storey are in place, th ir height 
is determined by that of the moulded pilaster or respond at the right· only the arrange
ment of the gable nd is conjectured. The thin screen walls that are carried up above 
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th end wall of the side aisles, concealing the half pediments at the nds of the aisle 
roofs, are peculiar features which are repeated in the north arm of the Church of 
St. imeon, but nowhere else in Syria so far as I remember. The screen wall on the 
north has a large openi ng like a doorway in it. These walls were certainly not returned 
along the aisle walls. The restoration of the interior of the east end of the church 
(Ill. 29 1) is also an easy task owing to the state of preservation of this part (Ill. 292 ). 
It is interesting to find that the arch of the apse had the horse-shoe form. 

The ornament of the church, within and without, is rich and profuse i but is some
wha t less pleasing than that of some of the smaller churches. Mouldings are profusely 
used in the interior i deep, h avy, mouldings for the caps of the apse piers and tho e 
of the responds of the nave arcade, and for the arch piers of the prothesis. Somewhat 
lighter mouldings were employed for the spring course of the half dome, for the 
archi iVolt of the apse which is returned at its springing, and the clearstorey string course. 



Ill. 287. Der Sim'iin, West Monaste ry, West Fac,;ade of Church. 

Il l. 288. Der im' iio, West Monastery, South Wall of Church. 
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to the camjo santo, is a building of the pandocheion type and of medium dimensions. 
To the west of this lies the broadest part of the cloister bounded on the north by a 
long stoa composed of rectanaular piers, and on the west by a large inn which joins 
the church on the south and completes the g roup. 
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Clzurclz: In plan and proportions (Ill. 286) the church is typical of the structures 
of the middle of the fifth century. It has a nave of six bays, about 16 m. by 22 m., 
and a straight east wall concealing a broad apse and side-chambers. The apse has 
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holes 10 the walls which carried the ends of roof timbers (cf. Ill. 283) and from fallen 
columns. The west fat;;ade is an attractive and intere ting feature of this building, with 
its three arched openings in the upper storey divided by moulded pier, and with three 
windows in its pediment, all of one size, surmounted by a small round 01 en ing . The 
mouldings and other features of this chapel indicate that it belongs to the third quarter 
of the fifth century. The building north of the chapel resembles a large privat house 
of great simplicity, in two storeys. It consists, on the ground floor, of three rooms in 
a row and one room, closed on three sides only, on the return at the north end . 
This building, I believe, served as the residence of the priests connected with the 
monastery. 

The great inn on the north side of the cloister and that on the west are almost 
precisely alike i the plans (Ill. 284) speak fo r themselves i each has a very large room 
in the middle wi th a smaller room at either end, and each is surrounded by a broad 
two-storey portico of piers. In front of the south portico of the north inn, and only 
2 m. from it, runs a row of piers corresponding to the piers of the portico. This 
formed a covered passage in front of the porch of the inn one or two steps lower. 
The photograph (Ill. 282 ) which displays the western porticos of the we t inn shows 
that the lower piers were qu ite short and those of the upper floor exceedingly tall. 
This was true in both inns. The same picture shows the interesting feature of a parapet 
with thin panels composed of s veral pieces of stone ingeneously cut and fitted together 
like intricate polygonal masonry. The middle compartment of thi building has a deep 
rock-hewn basement with arcosolia in its 'walls and with transverse a rches carrying slabs 
which compose the floor of the compartment above. 

The southern building of the group is a little smaller, much lower, and in other 
respects quite different from the two great inns. The three compartments into which 
each storey is divided are of nearly equal size, the porticos are narrower and lower 
and altogether much more like the dimensions of a private residence. Yet the 
presence of two-storey porticos on all sides of the structure bring this building into 
the class of th inns as first distinguished by M. de VogUe at Termanln. It may be 
that this is a pandocheion of a century different from that of the other two. 

\iV EST MONASTERY: Here also there is an accidental discrepancy between the titles 
of my drawings and the name of the building as it appears on the map of D~r Simcan 
where it is called the "Northwest Convent". This is an exceptionally fine group of 
buildings in a remarkable state of preservation . It has never before been I ublished. 
The g roup, which is about 70 m. long, east and west, by 50 m. wide, consists, like 
the outh Monastery described above, of a church, residential buildings, and inns for 
pilgrims. (Ill. 286). The church occupies what i, roughly speaking, the southwest 
angle of the group. To the north of it is a large enclosure of irregular shape , sur
rounded by buildings, which slopes toward the east. A level platform extends along 
the north wall of the nave of the church and is provided with steps at its east end . 
Adjoining the east end of the church and on the lower level, is a small square cloister 
which served as a sort of camjo santo with a fine north entran ce upon the main 
enclosure. Beyond this, to the east, a deep stoa extends along the south side of the 
enclosure. At this point the main garth, or enclosure, narrows down, and there are 
two other stoas which with the one just mentioned enclose three sides of a small 
rectangle at the narrow east end of the great enclosure. On the north side, oppo ite 
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nave by narrow arches· that on the north connects directly with the sanctuary, that 
to the south contains a sarcophagus. The building is almost intact, lacking nothing 
but its wooden roofs and its western and sou thern porches to make it complete. Even 
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the bema, or platform before the arch of the sanctuary, one step high, is intact, and 
portions of a mosaic floor in imple geometri c patterns may still be seen in the nave. 
The porches at the west and south have been restored in my drawing (Ill . 285) from 



The Djebel Simc:1n - Der Simc:1n 

s ignificance. At one angle is the extensive Southwest onastery, at a nother the North
west Monastery; at the northeast angle is the ' orth Church, a parish church apparently, 
and near the southeast angle stands the great inn or pandocheion. About the middle 
o f the eastern edge of the town are ruins of a public building which I have called the 
«Basilica", a group of buildings which comprises the pandocheion of the inscription, and 
the row of shop referred to above. orthwest of this group, and about 100 metres 
distant , is another OTOUP comprising a house of three storeys (marked I on the . lap) 
which is the fi nest non-relig ious building in the town. Practically all the remainder of 
the area between these buildings at the angles of the town, and surrounding the g roup 
;ust mentioned, a ll the space, in fact, left blank and marked «Ruin" on the map, is 
covered with thickly strewn remains of buildings of the pandocheion class, an amazing 
mass of ruins (Ill. 28 1) mo tly levelled, of buildings which show every sign of haste 
in erection and of poverty o f construction. Th y appear to have been structures erected 
more for gain than fo r com fort or durability, spacious enough a nd well enough plan ned, 
but having crudely built walls and carelessly cut monoliths for their loggias . In short 
they are just such buildings as one might imagine delighted landlords with almost modern 
avidity rushing to co mpletion when the first crowds of pilgrims to St. Simeon's sh rine 
began to clam or for lodgings. 

M. de VogUe' published perspective sketches 1 of three buildings in D~r Slmc~n, 

one of the great inn on the slope in the southeastern part of the town, one of the 
three storey house (1 o. I), and one of the pandocheion of the inscription, and a measured 
drawing of the triumphal arch. lone of the monasteries or churches, and no other 
buildings of Dh Simc~n have been publ ished hitherto. 

SO UTH MO~A TERY : By some oversight this group of buildings is labelled «Southwest 
Convent" on the map of D~r imc~n and is denominated as the «South Monastery" 
on my plans. Neither name is wholly satisfactory nor entirely a misnomer· but I wish 
here to apologise for the discrepancy in nomenclature betw en the map and the plans. 
The mona tery is a striking structure, and figures in two or three illustrated accoun ts 
of travels 3; it is also the subj ect of a photograph that may be purchased in leppo 
(Ill. 282 ) and is one of three upon a souvenir postcard of I):alCat S im'an which is to 
be procured in the same city. T he group of buildings consists of a large undivided 
chapel (Ill. 28 3) in a re markable state of preservation, in the middle of the east side 
of the g roup, with a walled garden to the south and residential buildings for the clergy 
extending to the north (Ill. 284), a huge inn on the north side of the group, a sim il ar 
structure on the west, and a third large building on the south which may have been 
a nother inn, or additional residences for the resident clergy or brothers. T h two- torey 
porticos of the buildings on the east, north and west form three sides of a rectangular 
garth which I have called the cloister. It is paved throughout with large blocks of 
limestone; th e chapel forms an inset into the southeast angle of this enclosure . The 
plan of the chapel (Ill. 284) sho\"s a long undivided nave, over 17 m. long and about 
8 m. wide, with a square sanctuary and two side chambers, the sou thern one of which 
p rojects beyond the line of the outh wall of the nave. Both chambers open upon the 

1 S. C. PIs. 108, 109 and 11 4. 2 Ibid. PI. 115. 
3 E. Mart inori: Gebt! Si,,/an - La kfolllaglla dj S. Sill/tollt Sti/i ta. Extract from the A1l1111{1rio of the Rowan ection 

o f the Itnlian Al pine Club, 1888- 91, p. 2 el seq. G. L. Bell: S}'r i(1, Til t Deurl and lltt SOWlI, pp. 274-281. 



Ill. 282 . I Ier im'an; South Monastery. View fro m the West. 

Ill. 283 . Der Sim'fin; South ronastery, South wall of Chapel. 
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for the accommodation of clerical persons, as I suppose, among the pilgrims. There 
are few structures here which can be' definitely distinguished as private residen ces .. 
There is a sort of bazaar on one side of one of the principal streets, made up of little' 
shops where no doubt the pilgrims could purchase food and objects of religion, but 
the major part of the town was devoted to host It·ies of various kinds and classes. 

Jone of the great inns connected with the monasteries, nor the great independent inn 
on the hill-s ide below the great shrine, was denominated as such by an inscription, 
presumably it was not necessary i but one of the smaller and less pretentious hostels 
is described as a pandoclzez"on in an inscription 1 above its portal. There are vast 
numbers of similar structures to be seen in the ruins not named as inns in writing, 
but unmistakably for that purpose, in eve.ry part of the ruined town. small city of 

Ill. 281. View of Part of the Ruins of Dl!r Sim'an, looking . W. One Pier o f th e Triumphal Arch. 

monasteries and inns then, with a few shops, was Dh im'an in the days of its glory, . 
when it was called Tela1lz"ssus, and was visited by all the great and powerful of the world. 

The main body of the ruins covers a space about half a mile long, east and west, 
and a third of a mile wide. (ee plan.) The town was intersected by well marked 
streets, and a broad avenue led out of the eastern side, mounting up the slope and 
passing under a triumphal arch (Ill. 28 I) to reach the plateau above, and ended at 
the gate of the sacr d precinct. This we have called the Vz"a Sac1/a. Each of the 
four angles of the town, which is roughly rectangular, is marked by a building of 

I Ill. B. 6. insc. I 154. 



divided up among the different communities, would allow less than three square miles 
to each. The Djebel Simcan was thus densely populated in comparison wi th almost 
any country district in Europe or America to-day which one might name in which 

there might be found corresponding evidences of wealth, a nd of good taste in external 
matters such as public aud private buildings. It is plain, from the remains of presses 
still extant, that oil and wine making were extensive industries, perhaps sufficient to 
have supported the ancient popul tion in the comparative luxury which their houses 
indicate, in view of the not distant markets of the great city of A ntioch. But here, 
as I have said in the case of the hill-towns farther west and southwest \ cattle rai ing 
and wheat growing, in quantities great enough to be more tha n self supporting would 
have been impossible owing to the th ickly settled state of the country. T rade between 
the inhabitants of these towns a nd their nearer and more distant neighbours was 
probably carried on along the routes which extended to the east, the southeast, the 
south, and the west, and probably also toward the north; but the evidence would seem 
to show that contact and communication with the east were the closest of a ll, especially 
in the later centuries. The monum nts of a rchitecture here all manifest decided O riental 
influences, rather than influence from Hellenistic Antioch, or the mixed Greek and 
Roman influences of Byzantium. The increasing use of Syriac in the inscriptions as 
we move eastward throug h orthern Syria maybe taken as another indication of a 
close relationship between this locality a nd the Edessine centres of Syriac civilization 
across the Euphrates. But these influences should be considered as superficial in the 
main i for the Christan architecture of Northern Central Syria may be regarded as 
indigenous, a nd as astonishingly free from foreign elements. 

In taking up consecutively the discussion and description of the monuments of 
architecture in the ruined towns of the Djebel imcan, we shall take up the sites one 
by one, beg inning at D~r Simcan on the extreme western limits of the di trict, and 
proceeding eastward, then to the so theast and south, ending in the southwestern corner 
of the country, as delimina ted above, at the edge of the Djebel J:Ialal;::ah. 

80. DER SIMC 
A (TELANISSUS). (TELNESHE). 

The large ruined and deserted town of this name which lies a t the western foot 
of the hill upon which stands the magnificent church and extensive monastery of Saint 

imeon tylites, was, in the days of its early history, an exception among the small 
cities of Northern yria ( ee plan of D Ar SimCan). It owed its importance, and even 
perhar s its coming into being, to the pilgrimages to the place chosen by S imeon the 
anchoret as the scene of his stranO'e "Act of Faith". The pilg rimages were instituted 
early in imeon 's lifetime as a pill r hermit, about 425 after Christ, and were continued 
with increasing volume during his life, and long afterwards, even to the very end of 
the period of Christian ascendancy in Syria, early in the seventh century . The town 
was entirely a religious centre, an Early Christian Epidauros, in which hundreds, perhaps 
thousands, of pilgrims were housed and fed during the days of their visit to the most 
renowned shrine in yna. Two or three religious bodies established important mon
asteries in the town, and erected, 111 connexion with their religious building, la rge inns 

I H, B. 3, p. 109. 
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Burdj il-I5:as - Kalota 

vats In the immediate vicinity, and a number of huge cylindrical rollers. Vlith the 
wooden and iron fixtures, which undoubtedly accompanied them, missing, these stone 
parts of the machinery are unintelligible. 

87. BURDJ IL-I5:As. 

A tower on a hill near these ruins gives them this name . There is here a small 
village inhabited by settled Turkmans. Hardly one complete ancient building is to be 
found here; for the place was a small one even in antiquity. A church lintel broken 
in several pieces was measured, and appears with inscription No. I 190 in Ill, B. 6. 
It is interesting for the figure of a spread eagle in low relief carved within a canopy 
a lso in low relief, at one end of the lintel. The canopy is round-arched, and is carried 
on colonettes with spiral flutings. The inscription 1 is dated, lay, 393 A . D . Another 
lintel was discovered in place in a ruined private house. It bears a moulded trape
zoidal doorcap with two inscriptions, one in Syriac, the other in Greek, 2 and is dated 
July 407 A. D. The ornamental discs at the ends of the lintel are devoid of Chri tian 
symbolism. A drawing of this lintel is also published in Divisi'on Ill. 

88. KAL6TA. 

This is a charming ruin, ' already presented in a photograph (Ill. 280) near the 
beginning of this Part, situated at the northeastern foot of a truncated conical hill. 
The town spreads out well over a fine situation, and is made ex tremely picturesque 
by the height to which its ruined walls are preserved, a well as by the presence of 
large trees which have found a place for their roots in the rock-hewn cellars of the 
houses, and by shrubbery a nd vines which grow luxuriantly among the fallen walls a nd 
columns. The place is entirely deserted. The buildings here which I have chosen for 
publication are the two churches and a private house with unusual features i but these 
represent only a small fraction of the buildings of more ordinary types which make up 
the extensive ruins of Kal6ta. There is a ruined house of the common plan and style 
with a Greek inscription 3 dated 386- 7 A. D., and there are two other ordinary dwel
lings with Syriac inscriptions 4 dated 543 and 545 A. . respectively. 

EAST CHURCH : DATE: OCT. 492 A. 0 .6 This chrurch is extraordinarily well preserved. 
Its east end, its south wall, a nd it west facade are almost inta.ct. part of the wall 
of the diaconicon, the north side wall, and all the interior colum ns and arches have 
fallen, as have also the three distyle porches which protected its western and two 
southern portals . Its plan (Ill. 349) is of the type most common in Northern Syria. 
The nave had five bays, and the apse and side chambers had a straight east wall i 

but the diaconicon projected to the north a little beyond the north line of the nave, 
which is unusual. The south side chamber - the prothe is - opened upon the aisle 
by an arch, the diaconicon had a doorway and communicated d irectly with the a pse. 
The west front is quite intact but for its distyle porch (Ill . 350), the only opening 
in the ground floor, beside the main portal, is a window at the end of the south aisle. 
This window is round-topped, and is completely framed in heavy mouldings in relief. 

1 Ill , B. 6, ioser 1190. 

• IV, B. iosers 54, 55. 
Ibid. ioser. II89. 

~ Ill, B. 6, inset'. 1192. 
3 Ill, B. 6, ioser. 1191. 



Ill. 350. Kalot" i Eas t Church Date 492 A. D. View from the Southwest. 

111. 35 [ . KaloUi; East hurch Interior. Yiew look ing Southeast. 
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are confused ma ses of ruins that are not easily understood. Among them are two 
tall upright rectangular monoliths standing about 2 m. apart. Directly east of these, 
at a distance of 3 m., are two very strange looking monolithic objects of exactly the-
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same sIze and form, side by side_ Each looks like a large beach chair of perfectly 
rectangular outlines i indeed they make very comfortable hooded seats. In the sides, 
semicircles were cut so that one sitting in one of the chairs may look into the next 
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by leaning slightly forward. It is impos ible of course to determine the original purpose 
of these objects i but it i probable that they were connected wi th some sort of 
mechanism connected with the pres ing of olives i for there are several large rock-hewn 



Brad (Barade) 

of two architects, Kosmos and ymeonis; all of which suggests a semi-public character 
for the building (Ill. 344). "\!'vTe have here an example of a fine large structure in 
which the important constructional and decorative details were made of highly finished 
stone, but in which all the walls were of loose rubble set in clay; with the result that 
the trabeated and arcuated parts of the structure are almost completely preserved, while 
the once solid walls have enti rely disintegrated. The photograph (Ill. 345) shows at 
the extreme left an isolated gateway which was the entrance to a courtyard, as may 
be seen on the plan. The lintel of this g ateway bears the inscription mentioned above 
which gives the date 496 A. D. The walls of the court-yard were of rubble, and 
have disintegrated like the walls of the house; but it is quite clear that the gateway 
and the court-yard belonged to the house within. The date of the inscription is in this 
way not necessarily the date of the house which may have been completed a few years 
earlier i but certainly not later. Further examination of the photograph will reveal, 
behind the fine order of monolithic piers with the beautiful colonnade above them , 
three massive arches which are almost buried in debris . It is these arches which g ive 
uniqueness to the building and deprive it of much ,of its domestic character. For, when 
the plan is drawn up, it appears that the ground floor of the house was one long 
room spanned by three transverse arches. The upper storey may have been divided 
into four rooms by partition walls carried by the arches . The columns of the upper 
portico and the panels of the parapet between them, a re well proportioned and beauti
fully execu ted with high finish. T he capitals are alternately Tuscan with a cyma recta 
echinus, and Ionic of the fifth-century style. The architrave has two bands and a right 
lined cymatium. 

CONVENT: O n the crest of a knoll to the southwest of Br~d, not over five 
minutes distant, stand the ruins of a small monastic institution which , with its chapel 
almost intact, its high tower and other semi-ruinous buildings, presents a most 
picturesque group (Ill. 346). The group is not compact . At the northwest stands the 
chapel, to the northeast the residential building, and to the southeast the tower with 
scattered ruins about it (Ill. 347). The chapel is small, with an undivided nave and 
a narrow chancel arch with a doorway on the right of it, both opening into an oblong 
SI ac~ which projects slightly to the south and serves the purposes of sanctuary and 
side chambers. In the projecting part of this structure is a large sarcophagus. In 
front of the south doorway lie the remains of a bicolumnar porch in stone. Among 
its details are fragments of a pediment which I have restored in a measured drawing 
(Ill. 348) . The face of this was carved to represent a wooden roof truss, with rafters, 
tie-beam kingpost, and struts, and gives us the first picture of the means by which 
the Christian Syrians built their roofs of wood. A similar feature was found in place 
at Batuta 1 and appears later in this Part. Southward from the southeast angle of the 
chapel extends a row of monolithic piers supporting a wall above them. These are 
the remains of a portico , or cloister walk, above which were rooms. East of the 
chapel, about 18 m. distant, is a very well preserved structure which I take to have 
been the residential part of the convent. This is plan ned like a pandocheion with the 
porticos on one side omitted. The lower openings are small, but the uppermost storey 
has · two large windows in· three faces.2 Lying to the east and southeast of the tower 

I cl p. 332. 2 For another photograph cf. Bell, p. 289 . 



Il l. 345. Brad, House da ted A. D. 496. View from the East. 

JlI. 346. Convent Southwest of Brad. View from Northeast. 
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there were two doorways with brackets beside their lintels to carry beams of stone. 
There is also a small doorway in the north wall near its west end. The chancel arch 
was narrow and high (Sect. .-B.) i this arch and the wall above it have fallen. 
The side walls were also high, and provided with a row of large windows high up i 
the west wall had one window over the portal on a level with the side windows. 
The cornice of the building is salient, and appears from the photograph (Ill. 342 ) to 
have a bevel-face profile i but I did not mention this in my notes. If this is true it 
is the only cornice of its kind in a Chri tian building in orthern Syria, and wa 
undoubtedly influenced by the presence of the corn ice of the Public Bath which, for 
many reasons, must be a far older building. All th rest of the ornament, though 
qu ite profuse, is incised . The deeply incised mouldings of the windows describe wide 
loops, like swags, between the openings · thos of the portals are very deeply carved. 
These mouldings in the we ternmost doorway in the south aisle are broken in the 
middle of the lintel to describe three quarters of a circle about a large ro und disc. 
The mouldings of the west window, are unique in their playful decorative effect, being 
twisted into two knot-like loops above the arch, and terminating in the usual sc rolls 
below. Detail drawings of th is window and of the lintel mentioned above a re given 
in Ill. 343. 
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RESIDENCE. DATE: 496 A. D. I have placed an interrogation point after the title 
of this building for the reason that, although its outward appearance is that of a private 
house , its interior arrangement is unIik any residence in Syria, and because of an 
inscription,l which was undoubtedly connected with the building, which contains the 
names of at least five persons who were responsible for its erection, be ide the names 

1 Ill, B. 6, inser. 1177. 
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divided by three broad arches on each side carried on massive rectangular piers. T his 
arrangement is not common in the churches of Northern Syria, occurring only at I~alb 
Lauzeh,l Ruwel)a,2 Djuwaniyeh,3 Bettir,4 Bashmishli,6 a nd Fidreh 6 though it is not unusual 
in the eastern basalt district, and in Southern Syria. This disposition of the interior 
supports alters all of the interior proportions of the nave; the apse arch appears lower 
in proportion to the high nave arches , the side walls are hig her, and the clearstorey 
more elevated . In the present case it resulted in a wall above the chancel arch almost 
as high as the clearstorey, and in this I have placed three windows (Ill. 340, Sect. A-B). 
The side chambers are two storeys high and, together \vith the half dome of the apse , 
wer-e covered by· a lean-to roof at right angles to the main axis. Both prothesis and 
diaconicon open upon the aisl es by doorways. The diaconicon, on the north, connects 
directly with the apse, the prothesis has a doorway opening out to the south . This 
doorway is on a slightly lower level than the doorways in the side aisle . Its lintel 
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Ill. 343. 

bears a n inscription 7 which g ives the date 561 A. D. T he ornament of this church 
is worthy of special note . The mouldings and the door caps of the south aisle portals 
are well executed in hig h relief; above the easternmost portal are incised discs of rich 
patterns. The xterior cornices are of unusually fin e profile and proportions, and the 
interior string course of the clearstorey is a rich relief moulding. All the window 
mouldings are incised, those of the aisle windows being only frame mouldings, while 
those of the clearstorey are carried in wide swinging curves from window to window 
and terminated in scrolls at the ends. A slender colonette separates the two wi ndows 
of the apse. 

SOUTHWEST CI-Il'R H: This is one of the largest church structures with an undivided 
nave. Considerable portions of its south and west walls are preserved (Ill . 342), the 
north wall and the east end are more or less ru inous. It has a square sanctua ry 
between narrow side cha mbers (Ill. 343). It had bicolumnar porches outside its larger 
north doorway a nd its western portal, and a long colonnade along its south side wh re 

1 A. A. E. S. Il, p. 22 1. 

5 Ibid. 23 1. 
2 Ibid. 226. 

6 Il , B, 5, p. 252. 
3 Ibid. 229. • Ibid. 230 • 

1 I ll, B. 6, inscr. I 178. 



Ill. 341. Brad; North Church. View fro m the Sou theast. 

Ill. 342. Brad; Southwest Church. View from the South wes t. 
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except in regard to the details, for this section could not be restored in any other way 
than ' as I have drawn it. The bases of the columns are good examples of almost 
Classical type, the shaft ha';Te a reat diminution, and the capitals are entirely new in 
design. Ea h has two parts, the upper part consisting of a basket capital with per
pendicular or twisted flutings, like some of those in the East Church at Babisl}.a, the 
lower part being a necking of upright uncarved water leaves. The caps of the apse 
piers have simple profiles with one member carved with a late egg-and-dart. The two 
conices (K) and (L) shown in Ill. 338, ""ere not found in place; both are interesting 
as perpetuating late types of the Classical bead· and-reel. The longitudinal section 
(Ill. 339) is presented only to give one an idea of the spaciousness of the interioL 
In this restoration the windows of the aisles and the height of- the clearstorey with its 
windows are conjectured . The little chapel 01 ening out of the north side of the nave 
is very interesting. The opening between it and the north aisle is a fine broad arch, 
and is perfectly pres rved (Ill. 335). The chapel itself is like a diminutive church. 
It has an apse and side chambers, one with a n arch, the other with a doqrway, all 
concealed by a flat east wall. Thi t part of the chapel is preserved intact, little half 
dome and all. The walls of the main part of the chapel are for the most part 
des troyed, and it i not possible to know whether the nave was divided or not. It is 
apparent that the chapel was added after the great church had been completed. 

The date of the Cathedral" must be within the last quarter of the fourth century, 
or a little earlier. The proportions of the building and its general arrangement, such 
as the absence of an arch for the prothesis, are fourth-century ch';lracteristics. Among 
the details, the style of the caps of the apse piers appears only in one oth r example, 
that is the church of Fafirtln which is dated 372 A. D., and capitals sim ilar to those 
at Brad have been found only in the East Church at Babisl}.a, which dates between 
390 and 40I . D., but in these the necking is omitted. It seem more probable 
that the smaller churches would be copied from the greater than vice versa. The 
chapel was probably added in the fifth century. It was almost certainly not a bap
tistery, since we have no example of such a building with sanctuary, prothesis and 
diaconicon; but it may have been a memorial chapel, perhaps a burial chapel as well; 
for a broken sarcophagus was found just beside it. The only inscription 1 found in 
the "Cathedral" is one upon the keystone of the arch leading into the chapel, facing 
the north aisle. This inscription bears no date and gives no information regarding the 
purpose of the chapel. 

ORTH CHURCH: DATE: ::)EPT. 56I A. D. This church, situated at the considerable 
distance to the northeast of the "Cathedral" , belongs to the opposite end of the period 
of Christian architectural history in yria, and is of a rather different plan (Ill. 340)
It is much better preserved than the larger church, having the walls of the apse and 
the prothesis, a greater part of the south wall, and two thirds of the interior arches 
with a good part of the clearstory above them still intact (Ill. 34 I). The half dome 
of the apse has fallen, and the outer wall of the diaconicon, the north aisle wall, and 
the west wall are to be traced only on foundations. The general outlines of the 
a round plan are those of the typical yrian basilical church; but the nave, instead of 
being divided by arcades of numerous narrow arches carried on slender columns, is 

1 Ill. B. 6, in se. !I82. 
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thickness and their open 10 0" are of normal dimensions. The arches of the nave are 
nlOe 111 number and were nearly 4 m. wide i but the columns are of a normal diameter 
though somewhat higher than in ordinary church structures . For these reasons this 
church must have g iven the effect of being very large. The restoration of the west 
fa\;ade (Ill. 338) must be correct up to its gable which is conjectural i for, as the 
pho tograph (Ill. 336) sh<?ws, the base of one of the colonettes is in place, and all of 
one of the half colonette in standing. This gives us an arrangement not unlike the 
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west fa\;ade of the church at I):a~r il-Benat which has other thing in common with this 
church. I have omitted the columnar west porch, or narthex, in my restoration although 
fallen columns li e in front of the church. The onl y details here worth y of special 
mention are the great middle portal and the triple-arched opening above it. The 
form er i very dignified in design , and , with it.s moulded jambs and lintel, its plain 
frieze, and its overhanging moulded cornice supported on brackets, may be taken as 
an early Christian translation of a Classic temple portal. The flat relieving arch 
above it is an interesting fea ture in construction . It will be observed that the base of 
the colonnette which supported two of the arches of the upper storey has the form of 
a late Doric capital having its echinus carved with egg-and-dart. This kind of ornament 
has been found only in buildings of the fourth century. 

There is perhaps less to be sa id about the Section -B also shown in llU. 338, 
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has three doorways in its front wall between which are narrow, but deeply splayed, 
loop-hole windows. The interior is divided only by a row of six mangers at one en 
where there is also a rear entrance. The building was two storeys high, and had a 
two-storey portico in front of it_ The openings are generally plain, with massive un
carved lintels i but one of the upper doorways which remains is provided with a hand
some moulded doorcap which contains the dated inscription. It is quite certain th t 
this lintel is in its original place, for its jambs are carefully fitted to the polygonal 
masonry, and the lintel fits the jambs exactly. Moreover, the surface fin ish of the lintel 
and the polygonal walls was worked with the same kind of chisel. Th e inscription is 
so important, and mentions the names of so many persons as having had something 
to do with the erection of the building, that Mr. Prentice can not believe that this was 
an ordinary house. The plan bears out this suggestion i but neither the inscription nor 
the plan sheds any further light upon the question as to the purpose of the building . 
In the southwest ang le of the court-yard of this building is a peculiar square structure 
partly in polygonal and partly in quadrated masonry. It has one narrow entrance on 
the north , and six narrow loop-hole windows, three on a side. The interior is divided 
by t ransverse walls into three very narrow divisions, at one end of the first and th ird 
of which are well-heads still perfectly preserved . . The original purpose of the building 
is not suggested by what remains of it. outh of this building, in the lower left hand 
corn er of the plan (Ill. 332), is a private residence in quadrated ma onry of somewhat 
unusual arrangement. It consists of one large room on the ground floo r, with a portico 
of piers upon the street on one side, and a portico of columns on a small court-yard 
on the other. At one end of the former portico is a small square vestibule, and, ad
joining this, a double arched vestibule leading into the court-yard. 

"CATHEDRAL": I have g iven the title "Cathedral" to the most important of the 
t hree churches of Brad, because' it is the largest church building in all the hill country 
of Northern Syria, excepting only the church of St. Simeon at KalCa t imcan, and is 
surpassed in size only by the so-called cathedral of Kerradn in the basalt country of 
Eastern Central yria. This great building is in a very nearly complete state of ruin i 
only the apse piers and the piers of the nave arcades adjoining them (Ill. 335) are 
preserved to their complete height, and the walls of the west fa«;ade (Ill. 336) preserve 
the lower storey and parts of the upper. The rest of the east end is represented in 
walls from 2 to 3 m. high i the side walls are reduced to their foundations though 
their portals are standing, and the interior arcades lie in heaps in the nave. Neverthe
less the ruins are so disposed that an accurate ground plan can be readily obtained , 
and restorations can be drawn in which only a few unimportant heights are left to 
conj ecture. The plan (Ill . 337) displays a typical basilica of the northern type, with 
an apse between side chambers, all concealed by a flat east wall, a nave of nine bays, 
a columnar porch to the west, a colonnaded atrium to the south, and a small chapel, 
with apse a nd side chambers, opening out of the north aisle through a wide arch. 
The nave has three west portals, and two portals in either side wall with bicolumnar 
porches. Both side chambers have small doorways upon the aisles, and the north 
chamber connects with the sanctuary. The increase in the size of this building over 
that of ordinary churches is not effected by any very great increase in the scale of 
details but rather by extension, and multiplication in the arch system. T he arch of 
the apse was of course wide in proportion to the nave i but the walls are of the usual 
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-building IS T form in plan_ The leg of the T is 7 _ I 0 m. wide, it has an entrance at 
the foot and three windows on one side. It opens into the upper part of the T through 
a broad arch. This upper part is only 4.25 m. wide. The two arms are separated 
from the middle part by arches, and there i an entrance in the middle from the west. 
It will be observed that the whole building is open throughout. Directly west of it is 
a rock-hewn basin. If this building were differently oriented, and if its doorways were 
differently disposed, it might pass as a church with transepts. s it is, it is impossible 
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to assIgn any purpose to it - though we are probably safe in assummg that it is not 
a private .residence. At the east end of this building there is a passage having at 
one end the fine arch already mentioned and an exactly similar arch at the other_ In 
one side of the passage is a doorway opening into a group of buildings surrounding a 
court. The rooms on the west of the court have walls that are partly of quadrated 
masonry. On the north side of the court is the large building of polygonal masonry 
which has a dated inscription 1 on a lintel in its upper storey (Ill. 334). This building 
has the general outlines of a private house, but it has no interior division walls. It 

1 Ill , E, 6, in er. 1175-
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which it should carefully be compared. More than half of this building is provided 
with vaults of various types while the bath at Serdjilla has no vaults at all excepting 
two small half domes both of wh ich are monolithic, their place being taken by roofs 
made of stone slabs which were g iven to only two very small rooms. The bath at 

erdjilla is dated by an inscription of the year 473, and conforms, in its structure, to 
the building system employed for churches of the fourth and fifth centuries, which leads 
me to believe that the bath at Bdld is earlier by at least two centuries. Furthermore, 
the ornamental details of the bath at Br~d, which consist only in the exterior cornices, 
are wholly different from corresponding details in build ings erected between the end of 
the third and the beg inning of the seventh century. The cornices of a ll buildings of 
these centuries, with only one exception so far as I know, had curved profiles, while the 
profile of the cornice of this building is composed of straight lines, like the cornices of. 
the earli er buildings of outhern Syria. Other public baths in yria with which this 
one may be compared, are found at Babisi>.a,l Midjleyya,2 and il- nderrn, 3 all in Northern 
Syria i and at BO$ra 4 and hac~rah 6 in Southern Syria. 

GROUP OF BUILDINGS. DATE: 207/8 A. D. We have here a complex of buildin. ·s, 
east of the centre of the town , which embraces every kind of polygonal and quadrated 
masonry known to Northern Syria. Some of the buildings, or parts of buildings, appear 
to be much older than others. Vie find walls of polygonal masonry of massive character, 
I.40 m. thick, and having roughly dressed faces, less massive polygonal walls 95 cm. 
thick, also roughly dressed on the outer face, and walls of highly dressed polygonal 
work, two storeys high and I m. thick. In the plan (Ill. 332) I have labelled m st 
of the walls of these classes, and have written in their thickness. In the photographs 
(Ills. 333 and 334) two types of the polygonal masonry are exhibited. The former 
shows a view of the small square building on the left in the plan, taken from the 
southwest, the latter shows the front, or south, wall of the building at the right of the 
plan with the inscribed lintel in the upper storey giving the date 207/8 A. D. The 
whole complex presents plans, and types of architecture, which would be classed in a 
general category as domestic, yet most of the ground plans conform to none of the well 
known types of residences in Tor thern yria. In the upper left hand corner of the 
plan (Ill. 332) may be seen one ang le of a large enclosure with thick polygonal walls, 
without partitions, and having only two very narrow openings. This is probably an 
early structure built for the housing and guarding of cattle. It may have had wooden 
sheds within around the walls. Below this is a square building (Ill. 333) of lighter 
polygonal work, with one small entrance, and having interior walls closing off a small 
room in one corner. Within this room is the opening of a well or deep cistern. The 
whole structure apparen tly was built to protect the water. T he outer walls have a fine 
COL ing which takes the form of a heavy cyma-recta cornice i its top is cut to two bevels 
to shed water, showing that the building had no roof. North of these two structures, 
across a narrow street, is a long wall of polygonal masonry, 95 cm. thick, which is 
broken in th middle by a handsome arch which I believe to be of later construction. 
This arch is shown at the extreme left in Ill. 333. The two sections of this long po ly
gonal wall now serve as the south walls of two buildings which I believe to be of later 
construction, as they were built in the best type of quadrated masonry. The western 

1 Ibid., p. 170. 
~ Il, A, 4, p. 260. 

2 A. A. E . S. Il, p. 264. 
~ IT, A, 7, 

3 Il, B, 2, p. 62 . 
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doorway leads into an oblong chamber (P) with an apse which has one huge arched 
window to the outh and a square-headed window in its east wall. To the west of this 
is a narrow r oblong chamber (R), longer than (P) and its apse combined_ Chambers 
(0). (P), and (R) are all covered with tunnel vaults and half domes_ The mass ot 
masonry to th e west of chambers ( and (0) appears to be solid (the space at (E) 
having been left white in the plan for convenience in lettering), but it is not improbable 
that the ma s was penetrated by flues for heating , and by water pipes . Grooves for 
pipes appear in the walls of cha mber ( ) beside the w stern apse . T he construction 
of all this part of the bath is massive but excellent of its kind . The walls are hig hly 
fini shed on the inside, the vaults, the dom , and the half domes, were constructed with 
th e utmost precision in the jointing and fitting of the stone work. These feature are 
as perfect to-day a they were when first fini hed, and present examples of the best 
type of masonry to be found in yria. The windows in the eastern apses are all round 
topped, yet they are not arched nor have they the arc uated lintel so common in 

Ot-thern Syria. Each is composed, a the photograph (Ill. 330) shows, of two pieces 
f stone each ut to a quadran t thus making the joint in the crown of the semicircle. 

Between windows a sing le block is cut with two quadrants, one at each end. The 
o ther half of the building i now a heap of ruins. It appears to have been compo ed 
in part of broad arches carried upo n colum ns, and to have had wooden roof . For 
this reason the structure was lighter than in the vaulted portions, and has more readily 
fallen prey to earthquakes. Directly west of the southern part of the vaulted bu ilding 
described above, a large apartment ( ) is marked off in the ruins by an angle-pier 
standing at its northwest corner, a nd by the f und ations of a similar a ngle-pier at the 
southeast. The former anz,;l -pier shows the spring stones of arches, a nd similar springers 
a re to be seen in piers opposite thi , attached to walls which project from the vaulted 
part of the building. These sprincr stones show that the arches to which they belonged 
were not sufficiently wide to have SI anned the space from one pier to another, and, 
s ince th re are columns lying in the ruins, I have placed two columns wi thin the space, 
dividing it into thr e a rches, and have repeated this arrangement on three sid s of the 
apartment. It is plain that there was a room (T ) north of the large apartment ( ). 
but the ruins here r nder impossible the tracing of its walls except a t the eas t end 
where there is a doorway. This open out upon a narrow entrance (C) which was 
apparently not a room sinc there is no north wall v isible i it seems to have been a 
deep recess betw en the two main parts of th e bath. Here one sees traces of steps 
leading downward to a doorway, now almost buried, under the ma s of masonry built 
up between the apses of rooms (L ) and (0). These step and the doorway probably 
led into a hypocaust beneath those two rooms. I was unable to determ ine if there 
were rooms, or rece ses, corresponding to (T ), on the other sides of apartment (S) but 
it is hardly probable that the arche on these sides opened out of doors. It is not 
possible to determine with any exactnes the uses of the variou rooms in this bath. 
It is probable that excavations would reveal depressions for pools in some of them. 
One would naturally assume that the 1:00m ( ) with its dome, which has grooves for 
pipes in its walls, wa the caldarium i although this is farthest removed from roo m (S) 
which must have been the main hall, or vestiarium, of the bath. There is no similarity , 
either of plan or of arrangement, between thi s bath and the one at Serdjilla,l 'vvith 

I 1I, B, 3. pp. II8-123. 
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small excavation, to di cover heights which were serviceable in the making of the four 
sections pl:esented herewith. A glance at the plan will serve to show that there are 
two parts of the building , one of which is well preserved and the other much destroyed 
and presented as conjectured in part at least. The part which is preserved speaks for 
itself. Its main axis lies north and south. At the north end is a small room (M) like 
a vestibule, with an entrance, and having a tunnel vault normal to the axis A-B. 
This room opens through a wide arch upon a square apartment (N) with apses toward 
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the east and west, the eastern apse protruding from the wall and having two windows, 
the northern being embedded in a mass of masonry at this side of the building and 
having but one window. This apartment is covered by a low flat dome the pendentives 
of which are continuous with the surface of the dome itself. In the south wall of this 
room is a narrow arch which opens into another approximately square room (0) which 
also has an eastern and a western apse. Here the eastern apse embraces the entire 
width of the room and has three windows, the western apse is embedded like the other , , 
in the mass of masonry to the west and has no window. To the south another arched 

Publicat ions of the Princeton university Archaeological Expeditions to Syria, Div. Il, Sec. B, Pt. 6. 
40 
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have drawn the plan of the interior (B in PI. XXV), showing four arcosolia with sar
cophagi, two on a side and one free-standing sarcophagus at the end opposite to the 
entrance. · At the four angles of the top of the podium, which is not perfectly square, 
rise stout rectangular piers also not quite square in plan, with bevelled set-offs in lieu 
of bases, and delicately moulded caps. Upon these are set the arches, each more than 
a semicircle, and hence presenting a horse-shoe form, with their soffits tangent at the 
angles on the level of the diameter. The arches have moulded archivolts, and the 
keystone of each is carved with a bust the head of which is executed in the round. 
The construction of the arches, with only five voussoirs at the crown and level joints 
below, is unique and interesting. Above the level of the arches is a heavy and far
projecting cornice, in profile a very salient cyma recta with a thin reed below it. Upon 
this are set two high steps, from the upper one of which rises a pyr~mid, truncated 
now i but its apex, a single stone hollowed out on the under side, was found near by. 
The apex and the four blocks which compose the rest of the pyramid still bear their 
lifting bosses, like the stones in the Christian pyramids of il-B~rah. On the ground 
near the tomb were found fragments of two large sarcophagi. These I have placed 
upon the podium, under the canopy formed by the arches and the pyramid. These 
probably were ornamental and did not contain bodi , but it is quite possible that 
inscriptions were carved upon their sides. There is a framed plate in the middle of 
one side of the podium, as may be seen in the photograph (Ill. 329); this contains no 
remnant of an inscription. This tomb is one of the few monuments in Classical style, 
other than temples, that have been di covered in Olthern Syria, and is particularly 
important as an example of native yrian handling of Classical motiv s. The general 
sch me may be said to be a combination of Classical motives· th podium, the four
faced triumphal arch, and the pyramid, all appear in Hellenistic or Roman architecture_ 
But the combination and its application to funeral u e are certainly pure yrian in
ventions. The details here combine Oriental with Classical feeling; the mouldings of the 
base and cap of the podium are beautiful and delicate, yet this particular profile does 
not occur, so far as I know in any monuments of purely Greek or Roman origin. 
The horse-shoe arch is certainly not Classical, and the great cornice is wholly Syrian 
in feeling· but the bu ts, so far as they may be judged in their broken condition, are 
good work of the Roman period. These busts, and the delicate mouldings of the 
podium, when studied in comparison with similar features in other monuments of the 
Classical 1 eriod in yria, can not be dated later than the end of the second century 
after Chri t. This probability lends interest and importance to the appearance here of 
the horse-shoe arch which persisted in the Christian architecture of Northern Syria, and 
reappeared in the architecture of the Arabs. 

PUBLIC BATH: Among the mo"numents at Brad to which approximate dates may 
be assigned, the second in point of age would be the Public Bath which is centrally 
situated in the hollow of the plateau. This building is well preserved (Ill. 330), although, 
owing to its location, it is partly buried. Its vaults, all of which are in place, are 
covered on the outside and thus protected, by a heavy growth of coarse turf. The 
openings, all save one have been clumsily walled up by the nomads so that the interior 
is almost without light. The floor is covered to a depth of about two feet by sheep 
droppings - the accumulation of many centuries. vVe were able, nevertheless, to secure 
accurate measurements for the drawing of a ground plan (Ill. 33 I), and, by making a 
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of rectangular piers in front of a long row of stone mangers against the wall. Above 
this was an open loggia . The structure throughout is plain in the extreme, but gains 
impressiveness by its size, and by the constant repetition of a simple motive. The only 
attempts a t ornament a re some very beautiful incised symbolical discs carved upon the 
lintels of the chief entrances and upon the panels of the long parapet of the upper 
portico. The elevation presented in Ill. 328 shows, by a slight indication of stone 
s urface, how much of this building is standing. It is in a remarkable state of pre
servation. T he water basins, or tubs, made by hollowing out the tops of column drums, 
still to be seen here and there between the piers of the portico, g ive one the impression 
that the a ncient inhabitants have only recently departed. 

86. BRAD (BAR A DE). 

A s I have already stated above, Brad is the most extensive ruin in the Djebel 
S imcan. It was indeed a small provincial city, the metropolis of this northern region. 
The ancient name of this place was most probably Barade. Yakut,l the Arab ge _ 
g rapher, mentions such a place as "a village of Haleb," and an inscription 2 discovered 
upon the Roman road fro m Antioch to Chalcis at a point just east of I}:a$r il-Benat 
mention A(/."?/) ~d?!7.o\ the town of Barade. If this town is actually the place named in 
the inscription, then we know that it was the seat of a chancellor whose province 
extended at least as far as the upper limits of the Djebel Barisha. T he ruined and 
deserted town stands on a high broad plateau with a slight depression in the middle 
of it. The ruins cover the depression and the level parts of the plateau, and extend 
part way down the sou thern slope. They comprise wide areas of domestic architecture 
in various g rades of polygonal masonry and in coarse rubble, fo r the most part in 
complete dilapidation , also q uarters in which residences and shops built of cut stone 
s tand in a better or a worse state of preservation, a public bath, a fine monumental 
tomb, three church edifices, and other large structures of public character apparently, 
but too completely ruined to permit of accurate identification. Many of the buildings 
in polygonal masonry present the appearance of being the most ancient structures in 
t hese mountains of the orth; others are of a later variety for which we now have a 
date from one of the houses here, a date which g ives the year 20 7/8 A. D . 

TOi\1B: The only structure here in Classical style is the monumental tomb, con
s isting of a pyramid elevated upon four arches, which stands in a remarkable state of 
p reservation at one side of the town. This is the earliest, and quite the most sumptuous, 
o f this particular type of to mb structure which continued to be built through the fou.rth 
century in orthern Syria . It bears no inscription, and consequently no date; but it 
probably belongs to the second century, and can not be later than the middle of the 
t hird . The arched structure is elevated upon a high podium (Ill. 329 and Plate XXV), 
with moulded base and cap which contained the burial chamber. The chamber has 
been rendered inaccessible by the natives who have attempted to fi ll it up with small 
s tones. But one may peer down through breaks in the stone ceiling, and see that the 
chamber was spanned by an arch. Proceeding from this suggestion, with the aid of 
t he position of the doorway, and on the basis of the measurements of the exterior, I 

I Le Strange, op. cit. p. 4 19. I A . A. E. S. Ill, inscr. 75. 
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by a partItIOn with a narrow arch in it, and the larger apartment is spanned in the 
middle by a transverse arch. It will be observed at once that this ground plan is 
a lmost unique. The house was evidently three storeys high, although most of the 
walls above the ground story have fallen i for one narrow end is preserved intact but 
for its gable, and plainly shows holes for the beams of two intermediate floors of wood 
on the inside . The outside of this end (Ill. 326) shows a blank wall on the ground 
floor, a large window, or a doorway that was reached by a fl ight of steps now wantinb , 

in the intermediate storey, and a fine loggia of three openings in the top floor. The 
three openings of the loggia are separated by Ionic columns, the panels of the parapet 
are still in place. The loggia is ornamented by a set of frame mouldings which is 
carried across the lintels and down to the bottom of the outside jambs, where it is 
returned upon itself. Outside the mouldings is an embellishment of cusps. Ornam ntal 
discs appear upon the wall above the middle opening and upon each of the panels f 
the parapet. A similar feature, similarly placed, occurs in a house in Serdjilla,l in the 
Djebel Rll)a' but, in that case, only the short end compartment of the building was 
carried up in a third storey. In this house at Kefr abu , on the contrary, such an 
arrangement would have been impossible i for the three-storey wall stands a t the end 
of a very long compartment and must represent the height of half the house at the least. 

I N: D ATE : 504/5 A. D. The most conspicuous building in the ruins to-day is 
situated on the top of the ridge to the west of the centre of the town. In the general 
outlines of its ground-plan this building is not unlike a very large villa· but its lack 
of interior subdivisions, its spaciousness, and its ample accommodations in the matter 
of stabling, convinced me that it was an inn. The religious character of the inscriptions 
above two of its portals in no way alters my conviction in this regard i for ejaculatory 
inscriptions of pious flavour were placed by the early Syrian Christ ians upon all sorts 
of buildings i but it may suggest that the inn was erected principally for the use of 
pilgrims on their way to and from the shrine of St. Simeon Stylites at Kal'at Simc~ . 
The structure apparently was erected a t three different periods, since there are three 
complete structural divisions· but the style is the same throughout, and this is the 
simplest type of the massive Syrian rectangular style (Il l. 327), such as · was used in the 
inns all over orthern Syria. The inn faces the south. It consists of two long divisions 
set end to end, terminating to the west in a shorter divisions turned in the oppo ite 
direction and forming a slight L. toward the north. A continuous two-storey portico 
of rectang ular piers is carried along the south wall of all three divisions (Ill. 32 ). 
Each of the th ree divisions has a row of mangers near one end, setting off a space 
for a stable, and each stable has a rear entrance from out of doo rs, besides a doorway 
opening from the large room. The eastern division was built fi rst for its west wall is 
incorporated with the adjoining walls· the middle division was added to this, and the 
western L was added last of all. T he joints between the stonework of the three 
divisions are perpendicular from bottom to top. The inscription 2 on the main doorway 
of the western section of the inn reads "In fulfi llment of a vow to aint Zacchaeus in 
the year 553" (504/5 A. D .) i but it is not made clear whether the addition to the 
building, or the portal, or merely the inscription, was vowed. In front of the two 
sections first erected is a walled enclosure one end of which is occupied by a portico 

I lI, E, 3, p. 128. 2 III, B, 6, inscr. 1173. 



Ill. 326. Kefr NabTI, lI ouse dated A. D. 445, W e t Wall. 

Ill. 327. KefI' NabTI. Inn, West Encl . View fro m the Sou thwest. 
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HOUSE: DATE, JULY 308 A. D. This house is built of polygonal masonry and 
rubble. Its most salient ' feature is the lintel of one of its doorways decorated with a 
naturalistic design of grape-vine (Ill. 322), and bearing the inscription 1 which gives the 
date A. D. 308. The plan of thi house (Ill. 324) shows a small courtyard entered 
from the street on the south, with two rooms fronting upon its west side, one small 
room set into its northeast angle and a small structure of two rooms attached to its 
southea t angle. The larger of the two rooms of the main house has a row of seven 
mangers dividing off a stable at one end of the room, and one of the rooms of the 
small structure at the southeast was also a stable. It is impossible to know whether 
the house had an upper storey or not . It seems to me not impossible that this house 
was a tavern, or wine shop. It is situated in the middle of the town and was in no 
sense a farm house, yet the accommodations for animals are more numerous than in 
many country houses among these ruins in yna. One may therefore assume that this 

WE.5T END . .sCALe. : . .)-Q"t;clM· 

Ill. 325. 

KEfRNABV 
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DATE : 446/6 A·D · 

extensive stabling- may have been intended for public convenIence, that is, for guests. 
The vine and the elu ters of grape carved upon the lintel of the main entrance may 
well have had a purpose outside their ornamental function , by way of suggestion; and 
the inscription, if correctly rendered by Professor Prentice, «Life care-free", is not an 
unsuitable sentiment for the sign-board of a tavern. 

HOUSE OF K YRIO J: DATE: 445 /6 A. D.2 On the slope, in the lo\ver part of the 
town, is a large residence that is interesting because of its plan, and because of an 
open loggia which is preserved in the thi rd storey at one end. Like most of the 
private houses of the Christian period in yria, it is oblong, divided ttansversely into 
rooms, and had a two-storey portico in front· but, instead of hav ing several cross walls 
dividing the length of the house into anum bel' of nearly square rooms with longitudinal 
g irder arches, like most of the larger residences of Syria, this house has but one solid 
partition which roughly divides the interior space in to oblong sections (Ill. 325). One 
of these sections is spanned by a transverse arch which divides it into a larger and a 
smaller apartment. The other also is divided into a larger and a smaller apartment 

1 Ill, B, 6. ioser. 1171. 2 llT, B, 6. iosel'. 1172 . 
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ymbetylos a nd Leon, three divinities which are known, from an inscription, l to have 
been worshipped in this place. Both side-chambers opened upon the a isles by me ns 
of small doorways, only the north chamber is directly connected with the sanctuary. 
The south chamber contains a large 
stone settle, plainly, but carefull y, 
executed. The capital of the standing 
column (Ill. 323) and several others 
which I saw in the ruins, a re of that 
rather crude Christian treatment of 
the Ionic order which is to be seen 
in a number of very early churches 
in 1. orthern yria. It is probable 
that all the capitals were of this type. 

11 sig ns po in t to a n early date for 
this church, - the rubble walls, the 
I roportions of the nave, the straight 
lintels of the windows, the doorways 
for both side·chambers, a nd the crude 
Ionic capitals, all indicate a period 
not later than the middle of the 
fourth century. 

CHAPEL : DATE : 525 A . D. This 
is the little building mentioned above 
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which has been put in r pair, a nd serves as the occasional residence of an abse ntee 
landlord who owns, or at least controls, an ol ive grove in a valley hard by. It was 
imlo sible to take co mplete measurements of the chapel because it was closed. It 
measures abo ut 7 m. by 1 0 111 . on the outside, and has a complete little apse projecting 
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from the east wall. The structure is quite plain, having been constructed of large a nd 
well finished blocks of lim estone. Its exterior decoration consists of a salient cornice 
of the usual type a nd three incised ornamental discs upon the lintel of its south portal 
upon which is also found a good yriac inscription 2 which designates the chapel a a 
Martyrion an~ gives the date 525/6 A. D. 

1 II I B, 6, inscr. 1 170. 2 Div. IV, Sect. B, inscr, 52. 
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Ill . 321. Burdj I.Iedar ; Section of Stone Staircase. Ill. 322. Kefl' Nabo; Doorway of House dated A. D. 308. 
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The upper storey has three large window, set a little below the clearstory level, and 
quite plain. The pediment ha two round-topped windows set close together, with a 
small circular window above them. The east end (Ill. 35 I) preserves its moulded chancel 
arch and its half dome both intact, and the a rch of the prothesis. The gable above 
the arch is like that of the west end. The chancel arch prings from handsome Corinthian 
pier-caps with partly cut leaves. The responds at the ends of the nave arcades are 
half-columns engaged to piers, and have excellent compound capitals of Corinthian design_ 
The south wall has two portals with heavy and ric,hly carved mouldings, and brackets 
at the ends of their lintels, and three windows each completely framed in mouldings. 
There are two similar windows, on a lower level, in the prothesis. Corinthian columns 
of the same type as the responds were employed in both nave arcades. The ornament, 
both interiOl- and exterior, was executed with great skill . The mouldings of the portals 
and their low door-caps and the mouldings of ome of the windows, are enriched with 
fine carving in geometrical patterns. Both of the portals in the south wall have mouldings 
which terminate in spirals beside their thresholds, and the mouldings of the easternmost 

of the two are cusped on the outside. The capitals of the west porch (E in Ill. 349) 
are like Doric capitals with egg-and-dart carving in the echinns, and having a long 
necking adorned with upright acanthu leave below. Within the church is a curious 
feature which has not been encountered before in these limestone hill of N orthem Syria, 
but which was first discovered in the northern basalt country to the southeast. 1 This 
is a low walled enclosure in the western half of the middle ai le. Its shape is semi
circular, with ends produced toward the east and returned toward each other to form 
an entrance. Its walls are about 53 cm. thick and high, there is no depression in the 
floor inside the enclosure . The line of the front wall of the enclosure exactly bisects 
the nave. It is not easy to determine the purpose of this feature which was probably 
much more common in these Syrian churches than the ruins would indicate; but, since 
it is known that the d ivision betvveen the men and the women in the yrian church 
was t ran verse and not longitudinal, so that the women occupied the entire western 
half of the nave, it seems not improbable that this apse-like structure , although only 
one course high, provided a place for the feminine dignitaries of the congregation_ 
That is, if the deacons sat in the semicircle of the apse at the east, we may assume 
that the deaconesses - who are known to have existed - occupied this semicircle at 
the we t. similar feature was found later at Khar~b Shems, and is published with 
Ill. 363, and it may well be that other examples are buried in the ruins of other 
churches in the region . 

WEST CHURCH: The other church here is quite well preserved up to the height 
of the aisle walls, but the east end is deeply buried in debris. It is interesting to 
observe that, although the ornament of the exterior (Ill. 353) is almost precisely similar 
to that of the East Church the proportions of the plan a re v ry different (Ill. 354). 
The number of bays in the nave is the sam . but the whole nave is much longer in 
proportion· the proportion of length to breadth in the East Church is more nearly that 
common among the churches of the sixth century w11ile the same proportions in the 
West Church are those of the fourth century. It is I robable therefore that this church, 
as we see it to-day, is the re ult of the partial reconstruction of an old building. The 

1 Cr. 11, B. 2, pp. 69, 70. 
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lower parts of the entire east end probably belong to the fourth century, while the 
whole of the south wall and all of the interior supports were erected upon the lines, 
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perhaps upon the fo undations, of an older structure. 
~ - The bases of the nave a rcades (Il l. 354) all of 

KALO TA' which are in situ, present a fo rm which is uniq ue 
among the examples of this detail which I have 

WE5TCHYRCH- found in Tot·thern Syria. They are almost Gothic 
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in character as may be observed in the detail 
drawing presented herewith . 

HOUSE: A mong the numerous private residen 
ces of ordinary types which one finds in Ka16ta, 
there is a single house which presents an entirely 
new feature (Il l. 35 5). Its plan is not. unusual, 
consisting of two rooms irregularly disposed, and 
of porticos of plain monolithic piers which, on the 
g round floor, are devoid of interest. But, in the 

upper storey, on one side, the ordinary piers are replaced by supports of unique form. 
The e SUI ports , as the ection A- B shows, are bu ilt in four blocks of stone of equal 
width as viewed from the front; but of increasing lengths as they ascend, p rojecting 
o utward and inward toward the wall of the house. The stone architraves are placed 
in the middle of these long stones so that nothing was ga ined in the overhang of the 
roof by these projections. In fact this strange variety of support seems to have had 
no useful purpose, and must have been invented with a view to beauty, or 0 dity, of effect. 

89 I>:AL'A T KALOT A. 

the 
The above name is not the name of a town or village; but the name of a ruin, 

ruin of a large church, set on the top of a truncated conical hill to the southwest 

SECTIONAB' 
Ill. 355. 

of Kal6ta, which must have rese mbled an akro
polis when the town was flour ishing; for tile 
church on the hill was surrounde by a la rge 
enclosure, or peribolos, with a h igh strong wall. 
To-day, tile ruined church and it surrounding 
wall , crowning th steep-sided hill , look very 
much li ke an ancient castle. Indeed the Arab 
emplo) ed the structure as a stronghold, hence 
the name which, being translated, means Kal6ta 
Castle. But the hill was the site of a building, 
or of buildings, in days far earl ier than the 
period of the church· two Pagan temples stood 
here in the second century of 0 r era, these 
also had a walled peribolos. A nd I think we 
are safe in assuming that, long before this, the 
site was venerated as an ancient Syrian "high 

place" where there may have been a walled sanctuary, an altar, and some symbols of 
deities, far back in the days before Alexander's conquests. A fragmentary inscription 
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found here mentions «the ancestral aods". They may have been the same as those 
na med in the inscription at KefI' Nabu mentioned above (p . . 294) or they may have 
been others. It is sianificant that the plural is used in the inscription and that there 
are remains here of two temples . The hig h cone-shaped hill was a landmark, and 
visible for miles around . From its summit one may look to the southwest to the crown 
ol the hekh Berekat, ten miles away, where are the ruins of another Pagan sacred 
enclosure, and perhaps of a temple which capped the top of the highest mountain in 
Northern yria. Directly on line with this other sacred place, but ten mil s farth er 
on, is th T emple of Burdj Baklrl)a, part way down the slope of another high hill -
the I5:ubbit Babuna. A little farther to the south, and seventeen miles distant, can be 
seen the high peak of rtr crowned by the ruin of an early temple. 0 that one is 
impressed with the fact that almost all the prominent hill ·tops in this r g ion were sacred 
places and the sites of temples. 

T EMPLE CHURCH: This is the only example, so far as I know, in all orthern yria, 
of a Christian church in which there are incorporated considerable portions of a Pagan 
temple. In the East Church at Babisl$-a 1 we found small detail of a temple wrought 
into the structure, and it is quite evident that building stones taken from Pagan buildings 
were employed in the rection of churches at other places; but here large s ctions of 
the walls of th two temples ,"vere actually utilized in the church structure, a nd details 
of the Pagan ornament were freely employed. It will be n cessary to study separately 
the earlier and the later parts of this building, choosing out for exam ination first those 
portions which can be definit ly recognized as belong ing to th e Pagan period. In Plate 
XXVI I have endeavored to g ive a plan which differentiat s between the Pagan and 
Christian parts of the building which are in situ, a nd will show the Pagan details which 
were employed in the church but which are not in th eir orig ina l place. ome of these 
details are shown in measured line-drawings in the same plate. Beginn ing on the north 
side of the building we find a long section of wall, 85 cm . thick, with an exterior base 
moulding of refined Classical profile, raised upon three steps, more in the manner of a 
Greek building than a Roman. At its east end this wall terminates in a a ngl pilaster 
which marks on corner of the Pagan building which we shall call the East Temple. 
At the opposite end of the wall is a pilaster; but whether it was another angle-pilas ter 
or not we can not tell because the end of the wall has been chiselled off to acco m
modate a doorway for the church. But the uppermost step a t this end of the wall is 
continued westward in masonry of the Christian period, and a wall was erected upon 
this, and carried to the next section of Pagan wall. This section lies north and south. 
At its north end is an angle-pilaster raised upon two steps · but this angle-pilaster is 
plainly the northeast corner of anoth er temple, which we shall call the \Nest T emple, 
the east face of the pilaster is hidden by the end of the Christian wall that conn ects 
the two sections of Pagan wall, and the interior face of the east wall of the West 
Temple become the exterior face of the west wall of the church . All that can be 
fully demonstrated then with regard to the Pagan architecture is that there were two 
temples approximately upon one level, and having their north walls almost exactly in 
line. The wall of the West Temple plainly shows that walls were joined to it on the 
west at both ends. At the south end of it was set a doorway taken from one of the 

I Il, B. 4, p. 165. 
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temples. This became the west portal of the church (Ill. 35 6). Beyond the portal is 
a section of wall , extending over 2 m. to the south, wh ich may be Pagan or Christian, 
it is built like the former i but may be a careful imitation . A t this point begins a 
heavy Christi an wall, 90 cm. thick, which sets out from the face of the other wall, 
extends almost 5 m. to the south completing the west wall of the church, and then 
t urns eastward to become the south aisle wall. Returning to the E ast Temple we 
find that the upper step of the krepidoma projects eastward 4 .50 cm. and then extends 
southward the whole width of the church. T his projecting platform seems to belong 
to the Pagan period. Upon it the entire east end of the church was erected. Jow 
the whole of the Christian wall connecting the sections of the East and \Vest Temples 
is two stones in thickness (94 cm.) and is thus almost twice as thick as the ordinary 
Christian walls wh ich are only one stone in thickness and 55 cm. thick. The lowest 
course on the exterior of this wall is a series of inverted architrave blocks (Left in PI. XXVI) 
which compose a sort of base moulding. This same scheme is followed in the north 
wall of the diaconicon and in the whole length of the east wall of the church. In th is 
way over 30 m. of Classical architraves were uti lized for the base mouldings of the 
church. In addition to the architrave blocks which were used a t second hand, there 
were other details of the temples which were made use of. The plinths and bases of 
four large columns, 90 cm. in diameter, appear in the two eas ternmost bays of the 
nave a rcades, two on a side. These are almost certainly not in situ . Two half-columns 
with beautiful Classical Corinthian capitals and fluted shafts were used as responds fo r 
the nave arcades, on either side of the apses (Ill. 357), a nd a similar half column 
appears at the west end of the north arcade. The car s of the piers of the chancel 
arch are corner blocks of architrave, and both the straight and raking cornices of the side 
chambers are blocks that were once architraves of one of the temples (Rt. i PI. XXVI). 
L ying about in the ruins are other details from. a Classical order, such as pieces of a 
pulvinated frieze with dentils above it, and of a cornice, both of which are represented 
in Plate XXVI. But with all this material at hand it is impossible, a t least without 
excavations, to form any definite notion as to the size or plan of the temples which 
stood here. All traces of the East Temple, save those already described, have dis
appeared, and every vestige of the West Temple to the west and south of the fragment 
of wall has been removed. It may be that the East Temple was a larger building 
and in larger scale than the other i for its pilasters a re 77 cm. wide, while those of 
the West Temple measure only 64 cm. The columns, the bases of which stand in the 
church, being nearly a metre in diameter, belonged to a building of fa irly large scale; 
but the fragments of entablature which we have would ordinarily denote a smaller scale. 
It is impossible to place the three half columns which certainly belonged to the same 
temple as the g reat column bases; for there is no temple in all Syria in which half 
columns appear, saving the huge Temple of Bacchus - often called the Temple of 
Jupiter - at Bacalbek where they were used in two long rows in the interior. I think 
it not improbable that the East Temple faced the east, and that the fou r large columns 
formed a porch which coincided with the lines of the east cnd of the church, at least 
in part of its extent; for I am not certain that the step which is apparently the top 
of the krepidoma of the temple extends all the way to the southeast angle of the church. 

TO one can fix definitely the orientation of the West Temple i ~ut it eems pretty 
certain that it faced neither east nor north. 



Il l. 356. l~al Cat Kalot:i ; Temple- hurch. Yiell' from the outhwest. 

Il l. 357. l~a laC t Kalol:i; Temple- hu rch. Inte r ior of Ap e from S. W . View from top of Arabic W all. 
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Taking up an examination of the building as a church, there remams very little 
more to observe. The plan (Ill. 358) appears as the typical plan for a yrian church 
of the middle of the fifth century. The most notable features perhaps are the extra
ordinary thickness of the walls referred to above, and the completion of the nave 
arcades by the addition of three columns of smaller scale to the west. The half 

KALAT KALOTA· TLMPLE·CHVRCH· 

Ill. 358. 

columns beside the apse give the height of the first two columns on either side, and 
indicate very plainly that the four Classical columns at the east end of the nave were 
cut down in height when used in the church. ( ect. A.- B. Ill. 358). The respond at 
the west end of the south arcade was a half column, attached to a pier, made to 
correspond in height and scale to the new columns of the church. This respond is 
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about 20 cm. lower than the responds beside the apse, wh ich indicates that the new 
Christian columns, only 62 cm. in diameter, were a little shorter than the old CIa sical 
ones in their sho rtened state. T his appears in Section C-D. The half dome of the 
apse has collapsed, but the side chambers are perfectly preserved showing that they 
w re covered by a continuous lean-to roof at right angles to the nave. There is very 
little ornamental detail in the church beyond that taken over from the despoiled temples_ 
The entire cornice of the sOLlth aisle wall is Christian work of the usual kind. The 
easternmost doorway in this wall is framed in good fifth-century mouldings· the other 
doorway and the three round-topped windows are plain. The capitals of the later 
columns of the interior are of the simple uncut Corinthian type rather earlier than those 
of the East Church in the town below the hil l. The archivolt of the cancel arch and 
that of the prothesis are devoid of mouldings. It should be noted that a heavy wall , 
equal in heig ht to the side walls, was built across the nave, just at the first bay, in 
Arabic times, making it very difficult to photograph the in terior of the east end, and 
it may be noted in passing , that there is a large stone sarcophagus in the prothesis , 
against the east wall. 

90. KHARAB SHEMS. 

ot far to the south of Kalota, on the sou thern slope of a low hill , lie the ex
tensive and deserted ruins of this name. There is abundant evidenc in the monu
ments here to show that the site is far more ancient than the buildings which, like 
the church and many private residences, a re in a good state of preservation. rear the 
ruins is a rock-hewn tomb containing crude but interesting relief sculptu res consisting 
of fo ur human figures with arms upraised in the attitude of orantes. I vas unable to 
photograph these curious carvings· but a photograph of them appears in Mis Bell's 
book. l Amon.::; the ruins of the older type of hOLlses in the town stand the jam bs and 
lintel of a large doorway with carving of unusual type upon both jambs and lintel 
(Ill. 359). Both ends of the lintel are symmetrically treated with a conv tional wreath 

KHARAB 
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and a bucranium, but in the middle appear 
crude symbols of the sun disc and the crescent 
moon. The carving on the jambs is plain 
enough but quite unintelligible i the drawing 
will be found more satisfactory than a verbal 
description. Not fa r from the doo rway described 
above is another with simpler car ing (Ill. 360). 
The lintel of th is doorway is adorned with three 
conventional wreaths i between the left hand 
wreath and the middle one are two ,figures in 

relief which may represent either daggers with points upwards or cypr ss trees con
ventionalized in the manner of modern Oriental tapestries. In the other space 1S a 
ingle similar symbol. The jambs of the doorway are not ornamented. 

CHAPEL: On the top of the hill above the ruined town stands a well preserved 
one-aisled chapel) oblong in shape, with an apse protruding from its east end (Ills. 36 I 

I Tlte Desert and lite Sown , p. 285. 



111. 360. Khnrab Shem Doorway of a I-Iou e. lll . 361. Kharab hems' Chapel, In terior o f Apse. 

111. 363 . Kharab hem Church, Vi ew from the Northwest. 
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and 362). The arch of the apse springs from moulded caps set upon grooved pilasters 
in which are two recesses, one on either side, like piscinae. The chapel has three 
entrances, one at the west, one near the middle of the south wall, and one near the 
east end of the north wall. The excellent construction and the profiles of the mouldings 
of this building would seem to represent work of the sixth century. 

CHURCH: The most important and the most imposing of the buildings of Khad.b 
Shems is the church which stands near the southern edge of the town. The side walls 
of the church have collapsed (Ill. 363); but the western fa~ad towers hia h above the 
surrounding ruins, the two rows of interior arches 
with the clearstorey windo'ws above them are 
still standing the arch of the sanctuary is also 
in place, and the walls of the side chambers are 
well preserved. On the whol , the church is one 
of the best preserved in all orthern Syria. The 
plan (Ill. 364) pr sents no unusual features; the 
nave is divided into five bays by two rows of 
four columns each, the apse and the side chambers 
are hidden on the outside by a flat east wall, 
the diaconicon, on the north, is directly connected 
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with the apse, and the prothesis has an arch giving upon the south aisle. There is a 
porch at the west end composed of eight plain monolithic piers with simple architraves. 
The interior columns are tall and of the Ionic order all but one, the second from the 
apse on the south side, which is Corinthian. The arches ar ca.lried on high stilt-blocks 
and are made up of large well-dressed blocks. The northern clearstorey (Ill. 363) has 
five rectangular windows, set one over each arch, in a double faced wall of stone in 
many sizes; the windows have monolithic jambs and lintels. This i all apparently very 
early Christian work. The south clearstorey undoubtedly represents a somewhat late 
restoration; for it has ten round-topped windows in a wall one stone thick. This feature 
shows plainly in a photograph published by Miss BelP The west fa~ade wa built of 
highly finished stone in large blocks laid in regular courses and its middle section is 
preserved to the top of the gable. All of the east nd of the church was similarly 
constructed and only the half dome of the apse has fallen. T his was wrecked apparently 
by a large oak tree which grew up in the sanctuary. similar fine old oak stands 
just within the western portal. t som time in the Middle Ages the Arabs erected 
a stout wall across the church on the line of the first columns from the east end, just 
as they did in the church of Katat KalA ta. They did not however disturb the chancel 
rail which extended across the front and closed the ends of the bema. This chancel 
rail is the only one which is still in place in one of these Syrian churches. Unfortunately 
it can not be photographed from the front on account of the rabic wall; or from 
behind on account of the debris caused by the falling of the half dome. It can be 
seen plainly from the top howev r; and one may observe that its panels are beauti
fully carved . It should be noticed in the plan that the pier at the east end of the 
south arcade projects further than the other, almost closing the bema on this end. 
The plan also hows one of those strange, and as yet unaccounted for, semi-circular 

l Op. cit. p. 283 . 
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enclosures 111 the middle of the nave, precisely like the one already seen and described 

at Kal6ta (p. 3 I 6). 

9 I. ZUI): lL-I}:EBlR. 

This place, to the southeast of Khar~b hems, is one of the easternmo t ruins of 
the Djebel imcan. It lies near the foot of the hills, not far from inhabited villages 
in the direction of leppo and has been used extensively in the past as a quar
rying place. A few families of Turkmans were living here in tents when we visited 
the place. The ruins cover a broad area, suo-gesting that the site was originally occupied 
by one of the larger towns. The Arabic name tran lated means «The Great Bazaar", 
and may signify that the ancient place was a market town. So much building material 
has been carried away that it is impossible to form any idea of the form of any of 
the ancient buildings. 

92. B ST R. 

A photograph of a 1 art of the ruins on thi site is given 111 the earlier pages of 
this Part (Ill. 279). It is one of the smaller and less important places on the eastern 
slopes of the Djebel imcan. The buildings are for the most part large private 
residences in massive quadrated masonry, with porticos of plain monolithic piers. They 
are well preserved, and are impressive in their ruins , but are of little interest or 
importance in matters either of plan or details. In the midst of the ruins stands a 
fine tower almost perfectly preserved. The lower storeys are plain and have only 
narrow loop·hole windo'ws, but the uppermost storey has two large round-topped openings 
in each face. Here once mor the question as to the purpose of these towers may 
be raised i and one naturally asks why, if this was a watch tower, and built to serve 
as a place for a look·out, was it not placed on higher o-round. The point from which 
the photograph (Ill. 279) was taken is quite as high as the top of the tower. It is 
then possible to speculate as to whether these towers were not a particular kind of 
dweIlin o- house or even the retreats of hermits, as has been suggested on page 234 of 
this Section. 

93. B H MRA. 

On a journey from KaI'at imc~n to Alepp I passed through thi rum on the 
line of an ancient road which runs northwest and southeast throug h this district. It is 
an uninteresting place and rather crudely built, but it covers· a comparatively laro-e area. 
Not one building is preserved to any considerable height above the fallen masses of 
building stones, and it was rath r by accident that I happened upon the church during 
the brief stop which I was able to make at th place. This building was a fairly 
large one (Ill. 365) but no part of its structure is standin; over two metres high, 
excepting the north pier of the apse with its adjacent arcade pier, and the two perfectly 
plain doorways of the south wall. It was possible however, to take measurements of 
the more important dimensions of the church and to present the plan given herewith. 
The nave has even bays, and the middle aisle is narrow in proportion to the side 
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a isles. No ornament of any kind was visible excepting the fallen capitals of the columns 
of the nave arcade which are in a very severe Doric style. 

94. S RI}:A Y 

Not far to the south of the ancient road, a little to the north of west fro m 
Bashamra, is a deserted ruined town of considerable extent embracing a num ber of 
well preserved houses in plain, massive, quadrated style, some of which have overhanging 
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balconies of stone. In the midst of the ruins are scanty 
remains of a small church (Ill. 366) of which the chancel 
arch and the walls of the apse are still tanding with 
the minute apse of a baptistery beside them. A ll the 
walls of both buildings have entirely disi tegrated. 

CHAPEL : To all appearances there was a spring 
in the town, which fed a stream that flowed southward 
through the valley. Down this valley, at a distance 
of about an eighth of a mile from the outskirts of the 
town, stands a little chapel in an extraordinary state 
of preservation. Its plan (Ill. 367) presents an oblong 
nave with a square sanctuary, and side chambers. The 
north side chamber projects slightly bey nd the north 
wall, and the south chamber projects over two metres 
beyond the south wall of the chapel. The building is 
intact but fo r the roofs of its nave and side chambers. 
The sanctuary is roofed with slabs laid horizontally 
on slanting walls, and which were originally painted. 
The prothesis, on the south, was originally covered 
in the same way; but the diaconicon seems to have 
been carried up a few courses above the other roofs, 

and probably had a pyramidal roof of wood. The chapel was built of large blocks . 
of limestone in huge courses (Ill. 368) which tend to diminish its apparent size. 
The xterior ornament, with the exception of the cornice, is incised, including the 
mould ings of the doorways and the window mouldings which are carried from one 

opening to another, in playful curves and angles, to 
terminate in spirals. The ornament of th e interior is 
confined to the bases and caps of the piers of the chancel 
arch (Ill. 369) . The latter detail is interesting fo r its 
heavy uppermost band and its small denticulations below. 
T he bema apparently was not elevated, but the fou ndations 
of a chancel rail are still to be traced, and a single panel 
of the rail now occupies the south doorway (Ill. 368). 
T his panel is attached to a post which stood on the north 

HI. 366. 

NORTH 
CHVRCH' 

side of the chancel gate . The rich ornament of the post and the panel re indicated 
in the drawing hown in Ill. 367. T his chapel should be compared with that at Burdj 

I-:I~dar (Ill. 315), and that at Burdjkeh (Ill. 37 2 ). 



11 1. 368 . Su rl,any" Chapel ; outh Side. 

Ill. 369. SurJ::anya Chapel; I nte rior of East End. 



Fafirtln 

Fafirtln is an extensive deserted ruin spreading out on both sides of the ancient 
road between Kal'at Sim'an and Aleppo. The ancient buildings of the place are almost 
completely dilapidated, but the apse of the church stands up conspicuously above the 
surrounding debris as the only well preserved monument. 

CHURCH: D ATE: A UG. 372 A. D. This comparatively large structure lies on the 
slope below the road and space for it was made by scarping away the rock in such 
a manner that the greater part of the north aisle wall is formed out of the natural 
rock, smoothly cut and highly finished (Ill. '370). The material thus quarried out was 
probably used in the construction of the rest of the building. The v.'hole of the east 

SCALE: 2.50CM- 1M -PANLL OF CHANCEL· 

SVRKANYA· 
CHAPEL · 

end, that is the apse and side chambers, was built free from the rock face . The 
exterior curve of the al se wall was p rmitted to show between the side chambers; but 
there were no windows in the apse (Ill. 37 I). Both side chambers open upon the aisles 
by means of doorways; the south chamber was undoubtedly the prothesis since it has 
also a doorway in the south wall. The nave has even bays; its south and west walls 
appear to have been built almost entirely of small irregular blocks set in clay. The 
jambs of the two south portal and of the western portal were monolithic, perfectly 
plain, and carried lintels with simple incised discs. The lintel of the easternmost portal 
in the south aisle bears also an inscription 1 which is dated . D. 372, giving this 

I HI, B. 6 inscr. I 190. 
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Ill. 371. Fafirtln · Church, Apse. View from the W est. 

Ill. 37 2. Burdjkeh ; Cha pel, South ideo 



Fafirtln - Burdjkeh 

church the distinction of beino- the earliest dated church of basilical form in yna, and 
one of the earliest in the world. The details of the interior arcade lie exactly as they 
fell. All the columns that I could find were of one style - a rather delicate form of 
Doric or Tuscan, as the scale drawing in Ill. 370 shows, in which the echinus is com
posed of t"vo members, a cavetto above an ovolo . There are no stilt-blocks. The 
cIearstorey was pierced with rectangular windows, probably one over each arch . The 
roof beams were carried upon brackets in the clearstorey wall. The ornament of the 
apse-piers consi ts of a flat band above a splay face which is adorned with an interesting 
form of egg-and-dart. The mouldings of the apse arch consist of four recessed fascias 
crowned by a cymatium, all of which are returned at the springing of the arch and 
carried horizontally to the arches of the arcade. There is a simple symbolical disc on 
the keystone. 

96. BURDJKEH. 

This is a small ruin, also situated on the ancient road, northwe t of Fafirttn. 
Many of the houses here are in polygonal masonr). The two significant buildings here 
are a chapel and a tower, both well preserved. The chapel (Ill. 372) is interestingly 
like the one at Surl5-anya (Ill. 367), although its square sanctuary is without side 
chambers (Ill. 373), and the roof of tile sanctuary itself is composed of slabs which lie 
flat and extend from side wall to 
side wall. H ere, as at url;::anya, 
all the exterior ornament, with the 
exception of the main cornice, i 
incised; but the doorways are en
riched with symbolical discs in ad
dition to mouldings which curl up 
beside the thresholds. The window 
mouldings show a slightly different 
arrangement. One should notice the 
false horizontal joints incised in the 
course of stone below the cornice. 
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The tower is a rather interesting Ill. 373. 

example of this common feature of 
North yrian ruins . It seems to have been built originally in four unbroken storeys 
with a moulding at the top, and wjth another storey above this which had large openings 
on all four faces. Below the moulding on the south face, and directly above the 
doorway, though three storeys higher up, was one of tho e structures set out from the 
wall like a latrine i but serving in this case, in all probability, in some connection with 
defending the doorway. In later times, it would seem, perhaps under oslem rule , the 
lower storey of the tower was provided with a massive outside battering wall, solid all 
around except in front of the doorway where there was a narrow passage. There are 
several rock-hewn chambers in and near the ruins which appear to have been originally 
hewn out to serve as stables and as places for storin o· g rain. 

\ 
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97. BAZ1HIR. 
" 1 

Bazihir is also on the ancient road , not far to the west of Burdjkeh. It is not 
impressive as a ruin, and \vas one of the sn1aller settlements in the Djebel Simcan. 
There are ruins of several houses in fine quadrated masonry' but I fo und no remains 
of a church or other public building. The most conspicuous feature of the ruin is a 
fragment of the upper storey of a house wall with an ornamented doorway in it, and 
a window with a shutter of stone hung on ball-and-socket hinges. The ruins were 
carefully examined for inscriptions but only one 1 was found. 

This is a large deserted and ruined town lying to the west of F -firtin and ur
kanya. Its ruins spread out over a large area on high ground. The most important 
buildings are a basilical church, a large chapel, and a large house, or group of houses, 
which occupy three sides of a broad open space which may have been market place_ 
Around these 011 all sides are the ruins of houses, many of which are in polygonal 
masonry, and have the appearance of being very a ncient. One of these, which is 
provided with a portico of monolithic piers, and which, like the others , appears to have 
been a private residence, has an inscription 2 upon its doorway giving a date which may 
be read 262 or 272 A. D. 

CHURCH: The church is a little below the average in size i but it appears to be 
one of the older structures among the churches of orthern yria. Its apse is perfectly 
preserved, together with the south arcade of the nave and the better pa rt of the clear
storey on that side. The south wall preserves its lower courses in situ, and about one 
half of the west wall is standing i but the north arcade and the wall of the north a isle 
have fallen completely to ruin. The plan (Ill. 374) is of the ordinary type. T he nave 
ha fiv e bays and both side chambers have doorways upon the aisles. The church 
had a sing le western doorway, and that a small one, in the end of the south a isle. 
The construction is interesting, being in part at least of a sort of pol. gonal work in 
large blocks as may be seen in the south wall. The doorways have plain massive jambs 
composed of one long stone and one short one. The clearstorey windows are rectangular 
with unusually massive frames, and the wall surface between them is double faced but 
built of large blocks. The interior ornament is delicate and well executed, but presents 
an astonishing variety. The fOl}r columns of the nave which are stan ing have four 
different types of capitals (Ill. 375) i next the apse is a Corinthian capital without volutes. 
next to this an example of the ordinary Syrian Ionic order of the Chri tian period, then 
comes a refin ed treatment of a Doric-Tuscan capital with a cyma revers a in the echinus, 
and finally a four-faced Ionic which may crudely reflect a Composite prototype. The 
responds of the arcade have caps with good free mouldings, and the caps of the apse 
piers are crudely foliated. The mouldings of the apse arch, wbich is of slightly horse
shoe form, are returned at their springing. The church unquestionably belongs to the 
close of the fourth century. 

CHAPEL: Great interest attaches to this building because it preserves intact the 

1 Ill. B. 6, inser. 1 200. 2 Ibid. inseT. 1203. 
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111. 37 6. Biit\lUi; Chapel, Porch on the South. 
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only example in situ (Ill. 376) of one of those di tyle porches which were so common 
in the churches of orthem yria, and which must have contributed so much to the 
picturesqueness of the e provincial houses of worship. The chapel itself is of no particular 
interest. It is of th oblong type sufficiently wide to accommodate a small squar 
sanctuary between narrow side chambers at its east end. It has also a porfco of piers 
at its west end. The capitals of the two slender columns of the south porch are of 
one of the less attractive Ionic types developed by the yrian Christian architects. The 
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moulded architrave beams, which are let into the wall on either side, are not carried 
across the front of the porch, their place being taken, structurally speaking, by a solid 
stone pediment. This pediment is carved to represent the beams of a roof truss , like 
that at Br~d (Ill. 348), and the triangles between the beams are ornamented with 
symbolical discs in high relief. The tie-beam is carved with a flat cyma and a bevelled 
fillet, and the king-post is adorned with an upright incised palm branch. Resting upon 
the pediment in front, and let deeply into the wall ~t ' the back, the roof of slabs 
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appears to be much heavier than necessary. The uppermost slab has the form of a 
key-stone with flan ges at the sides for the protection of the joints (Ill. 377)· 
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SHOPS: DATE: 363 A. D. Only one angle of the group of bu ildings to which I 
have referred above i; shown in my plan 
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(Ill. 378). It seems probable that the 
buildings served as both shops and resi
dences, in the usual Syrian manner, and 
that the open space upo n which they 
faced was a market place. The porticos, 
or stoas, of the shops are well 1 reserved 
in t.'v,'o storeys, but the walls have dis
integrated for the most part. Never
the-less it was possible to secure the im
portant dim nsions and to observe that 
each separate division of the g roup was 
provided with a stable on the g round 
floor. The lower porticos are composed 
of plain monolithic piers carrying plain 
architraves; the upper storey is composed 
of low columns with earl y forms of Chris
tian Corinthian and Ionic capitals carrying 
moulded architraves. On one of these 

is an inscription the date of which is probably to be read A. D. 363 - In front of one 
of the buildings is a pit with rock-hewn steps leading down to a large cistern. 
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99. KH RAB IL-ME HHED. 

Here we find the unusual architectural combination of a partly ruined Christian 
chapel of the fifth or sixth century enlarged and repaired to serve as a Mohammedan 
10sque at some time in the Middle ges. The Christian town was never more than 

a small village, and all of its buildings seem to have been crudely rebuilt in Moslem 
times. There are no interesting remains of either period outside of the Chapel-Mosque, 
and no inscriptions which might shed lig ht upon the period of Moslem activity in this 
particular place· but it is probable that it was contemporaneous with the inscribed 
Arabic tombstones 1 which have been found in a few scattered sites in these hill-towns 
of Northern yria. This would place the date of the Mosque in the period between 
the twelfth and fifteenth centuries, rather than in that of the earliest occupation of 

orthern yria by the Arabs in the seven th century, which, so far as the country 
districts are concerned, was probably not an occupation in the trict sense at all. 

The chapel had a square sanctuary (Ill. 379), a square diaconicon which protruded 
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slig htly 0 11 the north , a nd a narrow prothesis which did not protrude. This entire 
east end, and the whole north wall of the chapel, remained intact. The south wall 
was replaced by an arcade of three heavy arches supported upon large square piers. 
The original west wall was replaced by a much stouter wall with a very small doorway 
in it placed under a little porch with solid side walls and heavy arched roof. South
ward from the lines of the older building a long narrow extension was erected. This 
was covered by a heavy tun nel vaul t set parallel to the longer axes of the old chapel. 
In the south wall of the extension was set a niche, on axis with the central arch of the 
new arcade, much deeper than the ordi nary mibrab seen in mosques of the present day. 
There was no carved ornament in this later part of the building, nor decoration of any 
kind so far as can be seen to-day. 

100. KEFR ~T1I _ 

This is, in many respects, a very disappointing ruin . The place was a large one, 
and many of its buildings were well constructed, and are in a fa irly good state of 
preservation. But it was impo sible to discover any traces of a church, or chapel, or 
of any public building, and all of its domestic architecture, with a single exception, 

1 A . A . E . S. IV, Arabic Inscriptions 1I-4S. 
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was of the most common types. The single exception is the one building I have 
chosen for publication fro111 Kefr Antln . This house i unusual both in plan and in 
the desig n of its fa<;ade (Ill. 380). In the former we fi nd the ground floor consisting 
of a large square room spanned at the rear by a broad g irder arch, and flanked on 
either side by oblong apartments. In fro nt of these three rooms is a porch almost 
enclosed but for a doorway in the middle and a large arch at one side of the middle 
of the front wall. In the upper floor the large room is divided by a row of piers set 
above the arch below, and the upper storey of the porch is almost all walled in like 
the lower floor, having a fine arch directly in the middle and a ingle doorway just 
beside the arch. The upper porch was roofed with great slabs of stone . I have not 
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attempted to restore any of the missing parts of the fa<;ade in my drawing, which 
presents the building in its actual state, nor can I account for the lack of s) mmetry 
in the lower storey. 

101. SIMKH AR. 

There is not a more interesting or beautiful ruin than this in the Djebel Sim1tn. 
It lies in a shallow, sequestered valley to the south of F a firtln , and is quite invisible 
until one actually comes upon it (Ill. 38 I). In the centre of the town, which is to be 
seen in the photograph, there is a group of buildings sufficiently well preserved to 
attract immediate notice, yet so fantastically touched by earthquake shocks as to be 
most picturesque. Outside the central group there are numerous buildino's in a more 
or less shattered condition, but wholly intelligible as shops or as private residences, 
and, beyond these, a vast area covered with confused heaps of ruins in which only 
here and there may be seen standing piers or portals or solitary a rches. few 
stunted trees, and several clusters of low shrubs, with here and there a patch of grass, 
give touches of deep colour which enhance the beauty of the pale greys and soft 
yellows of the stonework. 

CHURCH: The church edifice consists of two parts i one an oblong b silica which 
is one of the oldest in Syria, the other a small chapel, or large baptistery , added to 



Ill. 38 1. Simkha r i General View 01 the Ruins from the W est. 

Ill. 382. Sim khar; Church at L eft, and Chapel at Right. 
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the former two hundred years perhap after its completion (Ill. 382). The basilica is 
very long in proportion to its width. Its nave its divided into six ordinary bays by 
two rows of fiv e column each (Ill. 383) carrying six arches. But the responds at the 
east end of the arcade project forward a di tance almost equal to another bay, and 
terminate in engaged columns. The bema wa situated between these two projecting 
wall, and the chancel rail connected their ends. This is still in place, but it is im
po sible to examine it carefully because the fall of the clear torey walls has buried it 
in debris. The apse is quite small , but it half dome is in place, although threatened 
by a fig tree which has filled it with twisted branches. On the north of the apse is a 
small diaconicon i on the south, a nd- connecting directly with the apse, is the prothesis 
which has been doubled in ize by an addition to the east. The arch of the prothesis 
is probably later than the original building of the church. T o th e south of this enlarged 
prothesis i the later chapel. The structure of the walls of the church is a massive 
double faced a hlar with uneven cour es and oblique joint often verging upon polygonal 
masonry. The door vays, of which there are three in the south wall, are perfectly 
plain, and in some cases have monolithic jambs. The window of the clearstorey are 
rectangular, and the wall between them is massive and irregular. The columns of the 
nave arcade which i standing are rather tout and thick. All but one of them carry 
Ionic capitals of the earliest fourth-century type i the other is D oric. The arches are 
not stilted, but the impost block, cu t to receive two voussoirs, is not so thick as the 
rest of the arch above it, the extra thickness of the seven voussoirs projecting on the 
aisle side of the arches to carry the great thickness of the clearstorey wall. I looked 
in vain for any remnant of a corn ice, and came to the conclusion that the walls were 
finished off without any overhanging feature in stone. 

The chapel a t the southeast angle of the church is on of the most attractive 
buildings of its kind in yria , and presents the strongest kind of a contrast to the 
older building. J t shares its north wall with the church. It consists of an oblong nave 
with an apse, almost as large as that of the old church, hidden on the exterior by 
rectangular walls. The composition and ornament of the fa\;ade a re extremely interesting. 
The deep base-moulding is raised upon a single step. The mouldings of the portal a re 
rich and heavy, and are unevenly broken out on either side of the threshold in double 
returns which break into the base-mould. The flat bands in the profile are carved 
with crenellations, the ovolo with rope patterns and overlapping leaves, and the whole 
is framed in cuspinc-. A moulded tring-course is carried around the building just 
above the lintel of the portal. pon this were set the tall round-headed windows which 
have rich cusped mouldings returned between the openings and terminating at one end 
in a spiral. The gable is pierced with a circular window et in incised mouldings. 

bove this is a symbolical disc. J ust within the dooway were found fragments of the 
apex of the gable and of an encircled cross in pierced work which undoubtedly formed 
the fineal of the gable. This is the first instance of the findinc- of this detail which 
may have been common in Syrian churches. 

1 02. HEKH LEMAI 

The site of this ancient and deserted town ituated on the southern slopes of the 
Djebel imc~n, may be looked upon as an oasis in the desert hill country of Ol-them 
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lll. 384. Shekh Sleman; General View from the South . 

Ill . 385. Sh€:kh Sleman' Church dated 602 A. D., In terior look ing East. 
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Central Syria. It lies in a broad, shallow valley, with no apparent outlet, in which the 
soil still covers the limestone. Grass grows abundantly over a square mile or more 
of almost level g round , and more trees are to be seen here than in all the rest of 
Northern Syria put together (Ill. 384). The sight of g reen grass and of lordly trees 
casting deep shade is strange indeed, and more than doubly welcome, to the traveller 
in the grey lim stone wastes of this exhausted region, and the brilliant sight is the 
more beautiful for its sombre surroundings. The place has been long deserted by man, 
which indicates that, though verdure abounds, there is no supply of water outside of 
the moisture which the soil holds over from one wet season to another. But there is 
every sign that there was a flourishing town here in ancient times. A high tower, only 
slightly injured at the top, looms up above the crests of the tallest pin-oaks, and many 
houses large and small can be found, half ruined, and half hidden among ancient olive 
trees and scrub oaks. The centre of the town around the tower is overgrown with 
sllch a jungle-like thicket of dead and living undergrowth that it is imlossible to make 
any examination of the ruins in this quarter without the systematic use of axes. The 
outlying parts of the town were less thickly built up and are not so much overgrown, 
and in these one has an opportunity to observe that the houses, though large and well 
constructed, are all of well known types of domestic architecture. But here in hekh 
Slemin, better perhaps than in any place in yria, one finds revealed the picturesque 
charm of the severer style of house-building as it was of old when the spacious court 
yards were shaded by giant olive trees , and when creeper festooned the prim g rey 
porticos. The most common type of house here has the very simple plan. The rear 
and side walls wer built of loose rubble, the front wall of handsome quadrated masonry. 
The lower portico is composed of well finished monolithic piers carrying plain architraves, 
the upper storey, of short columns. One such house is dated by an inscription 1 upon 
one of the panels of its parapet, which reads July 407 . D : There are no less than 
three basilical churches at this place; the largest in the heart of the town, the other 
two in the open country directly to the south. The largest of the three churches was 
over 25 m. long and 16 m. wide inside; but it is so completely dilapidated. and its 
fallen details are so entirely hic;1den by under-brush, that no satisfactory plan of it could 
be made; it should however be counted in any enumeration of the churches of 
Northern Syria. 

CHURCH: D ATE: UG. 602 A. D. The nearer of the two churches on the southern 
outskirts of the town is one of the latest of the churches of Ol·thern yria, and it is 
very well preserved (Ill. 385). In general outlines the plan (Ill. 386) is of the usual 
type, and the church is of medium dimensions ; but the scheme of the interior supports 
1S \.vholly unlike any that has been found in this part of Syria, and is only remotely 
related to schemes to be seen in the eastern basalt country of the North, and in outhern 
Syria. The three supports in both of the nave arcades are not columns, as we should 
expect, nor are they piers of the kind with which we are familiar in the North Church 
at Brid (Ill. 340), and elsewhere. These piers are not stout oblong structures built up 
in courses and set far apart to carry high , broad arches; they have the height and 
the spacing of columns, and are composed each . of two large rectangular monoliths set 
on a moulded base and terminated by a moulded cap. These two arcades are nearly 

I Ill, B. 6. inser. ~ I O. 
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intact, only one arch having fallen i but the clearstorey above them has disappeared. 
The east end of the church, with its half-domed apse and side chambers, is almost 
perfectly preserved. There is very little ornament in this part excepting the caps and 
bases of the apse piers and of the responds. The exterior is also very plain. The 
mouldings of the doorways are incised, and the lintels are further ornamented with 
incised discs and ornamental squares unsymmetrically arranged. An inscription 1 on the 
lintel of the south portal" gives us the date 602 A. D ., which fact classes this church 

~ _ ..... 
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Ill. 386. 

with the two or three in yria which are known to have been erected after the close 
of the sixth century. It is very interesting to note that these Christi n architects of 

yria were evolving new architectural schemes up to the very end of the period of 
hristian activity in the country, and had not reached the point, either in construction 

or in decoration, where · they were depending upon the past. 
CHURCH OF T. MARY: This is the larger of the two churches south of the town 

1 Ill, B. 6. inser. I2II. 



Ill. 3 7. Shekh Sleman; hurch of St. :\ra ry, Interior of East End. 

Ill. 388. Sh ekh Sleman' hurch of St . Mary, Wes t Fa .. ade. 
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(Ills. 387, 38 8). Its dedication to the Blessed Virgin seems certain from a Greek inscription 1 

upon the fallen lintel of the pbrtal in the north wall, the side toward the town, which 
being translated reads: "Holy Mary, other of God, help ergios (the) builder! Amen." 
The church , even in its ruins, is on e of the most beautiful in orthern yria, and 
appears to be one of the earlier group - not later than the last quarter of the fourth 
century. The east end with its half-domed apse and side chambers is almost perfect 
(Ill. 387) i more than half of the western wall is preserved, including part of the gable. 
A beautiful narthex of four columns between side walls, with the parapet of a gallery 
above it (Ill. 388), stands in a state of complete preservation, ·and a paved and enclosed 
atrium at the west, and a small clerical residence, are quite intact. Only the interior 
columns and a rches, with the clearstorey wall and parts of the aisle walls, have fallen i 
but the bases of the columns are in place, and the details of the columns and clear
storey lie as they fell, making the task of restoration an easy one. The east end shows 
a rather narrow but lofty apse with two rectangular windows, and a small doorway leading 
into the diaconicon on the north (Ill. 389). Thi chamber has a doorway at the end of 
the north aisle . Its walls are carried up in two high storey in the upper one of which 
there is an overhanging structure like a latrina in the east wall. The prothesis opens 
upon the south aisle by means of a tall, narrow arch which sprinO"s directly from the 
moulded cap of the pier on the south , but has no cap at its sI ringing on the other 
side. This ch am ber also has an upper storey. The apse has a fine moulding at the 
springing of the dome. The apse piers and the responds adjojning them have richly 
carved Corinthian caps, and the great archivolt is adorned with a fine series of plain 
and carved mouldings of great richness. Just above the springing of the apse arch, 
in the angles of the wall on either side, are carved brackets which will be referred to 
lat r. The capitals of the nave arcade, at least all of them that I could discover, are 
of the simple Ionic order used by the Christian yrians in the fourth cen tury. The 
arcuated lintels of the clearstorey show that the windows were placed near together. 
Among the debris were found two sorts of brackets, one of the common type employed 
to carry the ends of timbers, and another sort resembling those on either side of the 
apse arch . There are also fragments of slender colonettes lying in the nave. The 
findin g of these de tails prompted the restoration I have made of the interior of the 
clearstorey wall. The only ornamental featur of the west wall was its single portal. 
This has richly moulded jambs and lintel, and a very beau tifully ca rved doorcap under 
a moulded relieving arch. But the real beauty of the edifice centres in its graceful and 
dig nified columnar porch or narthex (Ill. 388) . Here four slender columns, two Corinthian 
and two Ionic, stand between two antae, or slightly returned end walls. The deep 
mouldings of the architrave are returned at the ends, and carried downward along the 
faces of the antae. bove this order was placed a high parapet having square panelled 
posts over the supports below, and long, thin panels between the posts. The carving 
of the panels of this parapet is fu ll of variety and interest. Upon the wider supports 
at the ends, posts of the ordinary width are indicated in the carving, the rest of the 
space being occupied by incised work representing a tall cross under an arch. The 
middle panel of the parapet is carved with three round arches carried upon two 
colonettes, embracing each a symbolical disc. The panels adjoining them are divided 

I Ibid. inscr. 121'2. 
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into two right-lined fram es also embracing richly carved discs; and the end panels have 
each two round-topped incised frames for discs enriched with Christian symbolism . 
There is nowhere in all Syria a church portico which in 
any way can be compared to this for beauty and richness 
of detail. The arched narthex which is found in a number 
of these churches is a totally different architectural con
ception. The paved atrium with the opening to a cistern 
in the middle, and the plain and severe clerical residence TOM:El ? 
which stands opposite to the church porch, add simple dignity 
to the g roup of buildings. 

We found in the town a small square structure 
(Ill. 390) which must have been a tomb. Its north face 

5HEKH SLEMAN· 
Ill. 390. 

is occupied almost entirely by a low broad a rch with a 
moulded archivolt. The niche in the interior of its south wall appears to have been 
cut long after the building was erected, and was probably done in oslem tim es when 
the little building may have been converted into a .Mohammedan shrine. The carved 
base moulding, the caps of the arch piers and the simple right-lined cornice suggest a 
date not later than the third century. 

103. S H ABBAK . 

This place, which is situated on the southern confines of the Djebel imcan, was not 
visited by the Princeton Expedition. It was, however, one of the points reached by the 
A merican Expedition in 1899, and on that occasion I took elaborate measurements of 
the church; but eventually published only a ground plan of it and four photographs. 1 

t the time of my publication of this monument I spoke of it as the most perfectly 
preserved building of its size and type in all Northern Syria, and now, after having seen 
hundreds of others, and after having published a large number of them, I am still able 
to g ive this church of Mshabbak the first place in point of preservation. It was upon 
this building that M. de VogUe based his restorations of the churches of Northern yria, 
although he never saw this church, but worked from photographs of it taken by a resident 
of Aleppo. Since Mshabbak is actually in the Djebe1 imcan, and since the church bore 
so important a relation to M. de VogU " s great work, it seems worth while for me to 
make use of my elaborate measurements and other data collected in 1899, and to 
make this the final monument in the present publications. I hall depend upon my 
photographs already published, and referred to above, to provide illustrations of the 
actual condition of the building, adding a new plan with sections and elevations (Ill. 39 I). 

It may be stated tha t Mshabbak is a small, completely ruined and deserted place, 
wholly without monuments of interest other than its church. The ancient town was 
poorly built throughou t. The church, on the con trary, is an excellent specimeh of ea rly 
Christian construction in N Ol,thern Syria. In making my restoration it was found 
nece sary to supply only parts of two gables, the exterior bicolumnar porches, and the 
wooden roofs. The doorways speak for themselve The church presents a typical 
basilica of the th ird quarter of the fi rth century. 

I A . A . E . S. 11 , pp. 143-146. 
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P , Ill, 788 1 

P, Ill, 179 
P, Ill, 547 
P, Ill, 68 5 
P, Ill , 61 
P , Ill, 37 
P, Ill, 173 
P, Ill , 6 1 I 
P, Ill , 262 
P, Ill, 177 
P, Ill, 799 1 

P, Ill, 1093 
P, Ill, 107 5 
P, Ill , 109 I 
P, Ill, 1 11 6 

P, Ill , 186 
P , Ill, 120 1 
P, Ill, 183 
P, Ill, 229 
P, Ill , 97 I 
P , Ill, 233 
P, Ill, 11 90 
P, Ill , 689 
P, Ill , 696 
P, Ill, 896 
P , Ill, 158 

Page in 
Div. 11. 

B 303. 

A 7I. 

B 294. 

A 420. 

B 330. 

A 36I. 
B 190. 

A 145. 
B 296. 

A 333. 

A 127. 
A 305. 
A 173. 
A 129. 

B 164. 
B 189. 

B 24I. 
A 13 1, 132. 

B 332. 

A 145. 
B 76. 
A 165. 
B 327. 
A 333. 
A 112. 
B 24. 



Index of Dated Monuments. Divisions II , Ill, IV, Sections A and B. 

Place. 

il·Ghariyeh . 
ICdjaz . . 
Ruweba . 
Smad .. 
Kal6ta 
' Onnan . 
Babis~a . 
Bacudeh. 
il-Kefr 
MaCrata . 
Burdj il -Kas . 
Ruwel)a. 

Djemarrll1 .. 
Khirbit T ezln 

lir'aye h .. 
~alchad .. .. 
Abu J:Ianiyeh 

hekh Sleman . 
Burdj il-I:Cas . 
I).:a~r il-Bacik . . 
Kerratln .... 
Umm id-Djimal . 
Djemarrln 
Ksedjbeh . 
Lubben . 
Dar I)':t ta . 
~alchad . 
Fidreh 
Zerzita 
Fidreh 
ICdjaz . 
Dar I:Cl ta . 
I).:a~r Ibl1su. 
il-Medjdel. 
Dar I>.lta . 
D el r I).:i ta . 
Kerra tin 
Kerratin 
Kefr abo. 
Delr I>.:ita . 
D elr I)':lta . 
Delr I).:ita . 

erdj ilia 
Khirbit il-Khat1b 
Kerratin 
Kfellusln . . 
Kerrat in 
Der imceln 
Djemarrln 

Monument. 

Lintel. 
Church 
Temple-tomb. 
Altar 
House . 
Lintel. 
Churc h 
Church 
Church 
House. 
Church Lintel 
Villa ..... 

Dale. 

380 

383/95 
384 
385 
386/7 
387 
390 

392 

392 

392 

393 
396 

Fifth Century. 

Lintel . 
House. 
Lintel. 
Lintel. 
Lintel. 
House. 
Lintel. 
Fortress . 
House I o. 2 . 

Kastellos 
Lintel. 
East Church 
Church . .. 

orth Church 
Lintel. 
House . . 
Porch .. 
Doorway 
Chancel Rail. 
Gateway to Close. 
Baptistery 
House. 
House o. V 
Inn .. 
House o. 4 . 
House No. 5. 
House ... 
House No. XI . 
Lintel of Cloister 
House. 
Bath .... 
Church . . 
House No. 6 . 
House . . 
House No . 5 . 
P andoclteiolZ. 
Lintel ..... 

400 

402 

402/ 3 
403 
406/7 
40 7 
40 7 
411 
412 

4 12/ 13 
414 
414 

4 17 
4 18 
4 19 
421 

4 2 3 
424 
429 
43 1 

43! 
43 1 

434 
436 
443/4 
444 
445 /6 

45 2 

45 6 
462 

473 
473/4 
474 
475 
477/8 
479 
479 

lnsc. No. 

P, Ill, 197 
P, Ill, ro06 
A, Ill, 263 
P, Ill, 62 
P, IIl, 1191 
P, Ill, 693 
P, Ill, ro95 
A, Ill, 72 
P, Ill, 670 
P, Ill, ro36 
P, Ill , 1[90 

, Ill, 264 

P, Ill, 604 
P, IIl, I [02 
P, Ill, 968 
P, Ill, 159 
P, Ill, ro03 
P, Ill, l 2ro 
P, Ill, 1189 
P, Ill, 21 
P. Ill, 975 
I , Ill, 237 
P, lII, 603 
A, lII , 73 
P, Ill, 793 3 

P, Ill, 1076 
P, Ill, 160 
P, Ill, 1139 
P, Ill, 11[ 9 
P, Ill, 1140 
P, Il l , 1005 
P. Ill, I077 
P, IV, B, 12 
P, Ill, 169 
P, III, ro78 
P, Ill, ro79 
P, Ill, 978 
P, lII, 979 
P, Ill, II72 
P, Ill, ro80 
P, Ill, ro8 I 
P, Ill, ro82 
A , lII, 220 
P, Ill, 1101 
P, Ill, 983 
P, Ill, 1003 
P, Ill, 984 
P, Ill, II54 
P, Ill, 604 

PublicatiOns of the Princeton Un iversity Archaeological E xpeditions to yria, Div. Il, ec . 13, Pt. 6. 
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Page in 
Div. H. 

B 315. 

B 165 . 
B 162. 

B 90. 
B 315. 
B 143. 

B 68. 

B 83. 
B 337. 
B 3 IS· 
A 81. 
B 77. 
A 171. 

B IS8. 
A 419. 
B 178. 

B 253. 
B 248. 
B 254. 
B 85 . 
B 178-
B 206. 
A I 20. 
B 19 1-
B 188_ 

B 78. 
B 79. 
B 296. 
B I92-
B 179. 
B 190. 
B 11 8_ 

B 202. 
B 80. 
B 225. 

B 80. 
B 278-



350 Index of Dated Monuments. Divisions Il, Ill, I V, Sections A and B. 

Place. 

Babisl~a .... 
Dana (Northern). 
Dar I>:'i'ta . 
Kerratln 
I fellasln . 
Bo~ra . . . 
Umm is-Sura b. 
Ba~ufan . 
Kalata 
TU llasln 
Brad .. 

alchad. 

Zerzlta . 
Ba!::il)la. 
Kerratln 
Kefr aba . 
Khirbit I-Ia~an . 
Kerratln 
Bo .. ra ... 
Fidreh .. 
Dar I>:,lta . 
Refadeh 
Zor'ah .. 
KefI' a ba . 
il-Burdj ... 
Fa'lUl . . 
I):o~er il-I:Iallabat 
il-Anderin 
ir-Rul)aiyeh .. 
Fidreh ..... . 
Khirbit il-Khat1b 
Dar l>:.ita . 
Zerzita 
Zerzita 
Kwaro 
I:Ialban 
il-'Anz 
Kalata 
Sabba' 
K ala ta 
Bal~irl)a . 
Sabba' 
I ' djaz .. 
Babisl~a . 
Saleh . .. 
Dar I):ita . 
Shehba . . 
ir-Rul)aiyeh 
il-Habbat .. 
Umm idj-Djimal 

Lin tel. 
Chu rch 
House . I 
Lintel .. 
House . 
Columns. 
Church 

Monument. 

Church of St. Phocas . 
East Church . 
Tower . 
I-louse. 
Lintel. 

Date. 

480 

483 
485 
486 
486 
488 

489 
49 1/ 2 

492 

492 

496 
497 

Sixth Cent ury. 

Tower .. 
\,vest Church. 
« Cathedral" 
Inn ... 
Church .. 
House To. 3 . 
Cathedral. 
Baptistery· 
Baptistery . 
House No. III . 
Church 
Chapel 
Tower . 
Church 
Fortress. 
South Church 
Church 
House .. . 
Baptistery .. . 
Church of St. Sergius. 
House, June 
House, Sept .. 
Tomb .. 
Tower .. 
Doorway 
House. 
Lintel .. 
House .. 
East Church 
Vaulted Chambers 
Barracks 
Bazaar. 
Chapel 
Tower . 
A rch 
Church 
Fort .. 
Church 

500 

SOl 

50 4, 5 
505 
50 7 
50 9 
512 

51 3 
5 I 5 
5 16 

516 

52 5 
526 

526 

526 
528 

529 
53 1 

53 2 

537 
539 
539 
539 
542 

542 

543 
544 
545 
546 
546 

547 
547 
547 
551 

55 2 

556 

556/7 
557 

Inse. o. 

P, lII, 1099 
P, Ill, 90 
P, Ill, 1083 
P, Ill, 986 
P, Ill, r 104 
P , Ill, 560 
P, lI I, 5 I 
P, IV, B, jO 

P, Il l , 1192 
P, Ill, I 1O5 
P, lII, 1177 

P, lIT, 161 

P, Ill, r 120 
A, Ill, 5 I 
P, In, 987 
P,Ill,1173 
A, IV, 6 
P, lII, 99 2 
P, Ill, 557 
P, IV, B, 23 
P , Ill, 108s 
P, Ill, I 157 
A, Il l , 437 0 

P, IV, B, 52 
P, Ill, lOSS 
P, Ill, 1O50 

P, Ill, 18 
P, Ill, 9 1O 
P, IIl, 897 
P, IV, B, 24 ' 
A, IV, 12 
P, Ill, 1086 
P, Ill, I 121 
P, Ill , 1122 

P, lII, 1069 
P, lII, 871 
P, Ill , 894 
P , I V, 13, 54 
P, Ill, 82 I 
P, I V, 13, 55 
A, Ill, 53 
P, Ill , S22 

P, Ill, 1016 
A , IV, 14, 15 
P, Ill, 728 
P, Ill, 1087 
A, Ill, 403 
P, Ill, 896 
P, III, 10.57 
P, lII, 260 

Page in 
Div. 11. 

B 168 . 
B 243 . 
B 190. 

B 225. 
A 286. 

A 9 5. 
B 28 5. 
B 3 15. 
B 225. 
B 312. 

B 247. 
B 195 . 
B 73 . 
B 297 . 
B 154. 
B 77 . 
A 281. 
B 252. 
B 182 . 
B 256. 
A 282. 
B 29S. 
B 103 . 
B 9 5. 
A 71. 
B 58. 
B 23. 
B 253. 
13 203 . 
B 184. 
B 248. 
B 248. 

B 18. 
B 22. 

B 315. 

B 315 . 
B 199. 
B 1O. 
B 84. 
B 176. 

B 189. 
A 360. 
B 23. 
B 102. 

A 183. 



Index of Dated Monuments. Divisions Il, Ill, IV, Sections A and B. 

Place. 

il-Anderin 
il-Anded n 
Temek 
Brad 
I):a~ r Ibn Ward an. 
I>:a~r Ibn Ward an . 
Dar I):lta 
Burdj is-Sebc. 
i~- ··.ruba . .. . 
il-Haiyat . . . 
S~abl CAntar . 
Deracman . . . 
it-Tuba .. . . 
Khirbit Tezln 
il-Mi hrifeh . 

awa ..... 
D er Nawa . 
Der T ell cAdeh . 

hekh Sleman .. 
hekh cAll-Kasun. 

Babis~a . 
Sameh . . .. 

Barracks 
Lintel 
Lintel .. 

Monument. 

orth Church 
Barracks 
Palace . .. 
Baptistery. 
Tower. 
Lintel. 
House. 
Lintel. 
Lintel. 
Ch urch 
Church 
Chancel Post . 
Church .. 
Convent . ... 
Monastery Ga te 
Church .... 
Vaulted Chamber 
Church of St. Sergi us. 
Monastery .... . . . 

Date. 

55 8 

559 
559 
s6[ 
S6[ 
564 
567 
57 2 

57 2 

578 
578 

579 
582 

585 
597 
598 
599 
60r 
602 
605 
6 ro 
624 

lnsc. No. 

P, Ill, 9 [5 
P, Ill, 9 [5 
P, Ill, 830 
P, Ill , [[78 
P, Ill, 906 
P, Ill, 908 
P, IlI, ro88 
P, lII, [[ [7 
I, lII , 889 
A, UI, 367 
P, Ill, 947 
P, Ill, l[ [4 
P, Ill, 890 
A, Ill, 54 
P, IU, 884 
P, Ill, 838 
P, Ill, 843 
P, IV, B, [6 
P, IlI , 1 2 [[ 

P, lII, 8[3 
P, Ill , I roo 
P, Ill, 24 

35 1 

Page in 
Div. H. 

B 50. 

B 308. 
B 40. 

B 34. 
B 186. 
B 243 . 
H 2 1. 

A 362. 
B 63. 
B 241. 

B 19. 
13 204. 

B [9. 
B 14. 

B 15. 
B 245. 
B 337· 

8. B 
B 
A 

'ote : This li st, which includes the li t publi sh~d under Section A, for the most part excludes the dated monuments in 
the list published by the American Expedition of 1899-1900. The lists in ect ions A and B comp ri . e 2 0 3 dated monuments; 
that of the American Expedit ion comprises 99 monuments which are not repeated in the above lists. There are thus 302 

dated monuments described in the publications of the American and Princeton expeditions, and a much larger number of dated 
inscriptions not now connected with monuments. 



SELE CTED ILLU TR TIO:\'S OF ARCHITECT UR AL DETA ILS, IN 
DIVISIO:\, Ill, SECTIO T B. 

Sh€: kh 'A li Kasun, Lintel, date 60S A.D., Re lief letters and disc 
Sabba:, 
T emek, 

awa, 
il-Mishrifeh, 
it-Tuba, 
il-CAn z, 
I~a~ r Ibn Wardan, 

" il- nderln 

" 
" 
" 

" Stabl ' ntar 
K erra tln 

" 

" Ma'dta 
Dall6za 
Da r I>.ita 

" " 
" " Bab i s l~a 

" 

" 

544, Grapevi ne and Peacocks 
559, Relief letters and Sc rolls 
598, Relief letters a nd disc 

Panel of Chancel-rail, date 597 
Linte l, date 572, Relief le tters and d isc 
Doorway, date 542, Relie f letters a nd di sc 

" Lintel, 

" 

" 

56 1, Relief letters and disc 
Relie f letters and d isc. inte rlaces 

" 564, Relie f letters, discs, vine. et a l . 
Relief le tters, acrosti c 

date 559, Relief letters, disc, grapevine e tc. 
Relief letters, disc, g rape vine etc. 
Relief le tters, disc, g rapevine . 
Relief le tters , disc, g rapevine . 

" Disc and vines 
" Relief le tte rs, disc and peacocks 
" D isc and g rapevine . 

Capital, Relief letters. 
Lintel, date 4 [ I, billets, sc rolls and disc 

dat e 444, R elief le tters, lotus et a l 
Sarcophagus, date 486, discs a nd vin e 
Lintel , date 509, moulding 

" Relief le tters an d mould ings 
" Mouldings a nd cymati um 
" date 456, Discs 

" 
" 

462, Mouldings and d isc 
Discs 

609, Mouldings 

Insc. 

" 

" 

" 
" 

" 

" 

., 

8 13 Page 
82 [ 

830 

83 8 
884 
889 
894 
906 

90 7 
908 

9 12 

9 15 
9 17 
924 
927 
93 3 
944 
947 
97 2 

976 
979 
986 

99 2 

10 38 
1066 
108 1 

10 82 

1089 
11 00 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 
" 

4 

12 

15 
3 [ 

32 

35 
38 

39 
40 

44 
46 
48 
52 
54 
56 

59 
6 1 

71 

72 

73 
76 

79 
[0 3 

liS 
123 
1 24 
128 
[33 



GE TER L 1 DEX TO DIVI IO;'-J II E TIO B. 

Altar of prothesis, 115. 
lta r slab, 1 I, 87. 

Animal forms in orn ame nt, 24, 34, 86, 87 · 
ncie nt in dustry, I09, 265. 
llci e nt inhabitants, 1 0~, 15 2. 
ncient social co nditions, 108, 151, 212, 265. 
nastasios, Patriarch, 186. 
rch, g irder, 78, 82, 94, 132. 
rch, horse-shoe, 7, 21, 144, [47, 242,273,290, 
300, 330 . 

Arch, pointed, 32. 
Arch, transverse, 4, I9, 52, 57, 59, 127, [43· 

rchangels, Church of, 57, 9 5· 
Architect, 160, 169, [78, 222 . 
Arcosol ia, 59, 66, 245, 260. 
A rcuat ed lintel, 117, 133,1 60,210,226,274,339. 
A trium , 14, 22, 23, 74, 80, I9 [, 253, 306. 
Baptismal font, I 83. 
Baptistery, a t Babis~a, 165. 

" "Ba~irl.1 a, 197. 

" 
" 

" Burdj I:Iedar, 288 . 
" Da r 15.tta, 182, 184. 
" Fidreh, 25 l. 
" I>'a~r I blisu, 207. 
" Khirbit il-Khattb, 20 3. 
" Ksedjbeh, I5 8. 

Baradaeus, Jacobus, 204. 
Barracks, 27, 40, 45. 

at il- nd erl n, 4 5, So. 
" I>.a$r lbn Wardan, 40- 42 . 

Basalt regio n of the North, I-I04. 
Basilica, at D er Sim'an, 278 . 
Basket Capitals, I5 9, I67, 308. 
Basket-work orna ment, [68 . 
Bath, at il-A nd erin, 62 . 

" Babis~a, 17°-176. 
" " Brad, 3eo. 
" Serdjilla, 118- 123 . 

Bazaars, 155 , I64, 178, I89. 
Bedawin, 26, 87 . 
Bi-columnar monument , 25 0, 260. 
Brick a nd basalt, 27, 43, 51. 
Bricks, kiln-baked, 27, 43, 5 I, SS, 57· 

" sun-dried, 1, 2, 47. 

Bridge, at Kefr RCrma, 11 2. 
Bulls' heads, 34. 
Byzantine influence, 265 . 

forms, 201, 207 . 
or igin , 42. 

Call1po santo, 6 1, 271, 274. 
Ca ndlest ick as ornam ent, 14, 68, 76, 8 I. 

apitals, 14, 16,68,74,78,8 1, 9°, 159,1 63,222. 
basket, 159, 167, 308. 
fluted, 159, 167, 308. 
ga rland ed , 159, 21 9. 
win d bl own, 188, 286, 385. 
Syrian, 123, 129. 

Castnoll, 27, 40. 
"Cath ed ral", il-Andedn, 52. 

Brad, 305-308. 
K erra tl n, 73-74. 

hain pattern , 168 . 
Cha ncel post, 17, 67, 86. 
Chancel rail, 17, 67, 86, 1 [5, 240, 254, 323, 

326, 33 5· 
Chapel, a t BatCrta, 332. 

" 

" 

" 
" 

" Burdj id-De!·Cr ni, 20 1. 
il-Ha bbat, 102. 
a t Burdj I:Iedar, 290. 
" Burdjkeh, 329. 
" De r Simcan, 268. 

I>.a$r Ibl lsu, 2°7. 
" I:Ca~r il-Mudakhkhin, 209. 
" Kefr Llb, 287 . 

Kefr abu, 295 . 
" Kfell ustn, 224. 
" Khara.b il-Meshhed, 333. 
" Khara b hems, 322. 
" Serdj ibleh, 227. 
" Simkhar, 335 . 
" Si tt ir-RCrm, 258. 
" ur~anya, 326. 
" Tell cA~ibrln, 239. 
" TellCrn, 95 . 
in fort, 50, 62, 102. 

Churches of the 'Ala, 4. 
Church in Barracks, 50. 
Churches, S in il-Anderln, 52-62. 



354 General Index to Divis ion Il, Section B. 

Churches, 2 a t Burda~li, 235. 
3 at ir-Rul)aiyeh, 23. 

Church, at cA in Dilfeh, 209. 
" A rshln, 154. 

" 

" 

" 
" 

" 
" 

" 

" 

" 
" 

" 

" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" Bi b il-Hawa, 210. 
" BabisJ;::a, Eas t . 154, 165-1 69. 
" Ba bisl;::a, St. Sergius, 169. 
" Bal;::ir1) a, East, 199. 

" West, 195. 
"Banl;::usa, orth, 154. 
" South , 154. 
" Bashamra, 325. 
" Bashmishli, 154. 
" Ba~nra n, St. Phocas, 28 5. 

West, 286. 
" Batuta, 330. 
" Bacude h, 162. 
"Brad, orth, 308. 

Southwest,3 1I. 

" Burd j l:iedar, West, 288. 

" " " East, 290. 
" Dalloza, 133. 
" Dana, 243. 
" D arI:Cita, St. Paul and Moses 178- 184. 
" " Sergius, 184. 
" "Trinity, 187. 

Dera'man, East, 240. 

" " West, 240. 
" DC!- Seta, 154. 
" Der Sim'an, North, 275. 

West, 27 r. 
" Djnwaniyeh, 154. 
" Fafi rtin, 263, 308, 327-329. 
" Fa'lul, 95. 
" F idreh, 25 I. 
" il-Firdjeh, 70. 
" l ' djaz, 85. 
" l:CalCat Kalota, 3 19. 

" Simcan, St. Simeon's, 281-204. 
" Kalota, East, 3 I 5. 

"" "West, 317. " r a!?r Iblisn, 206. 
" l:Ca!?r Ibn Wardan, 29-35. 
" Ke fI' IjauwaI', 23 r. 
" KefI' a bu, 294. 
" Kerratin, So uth, 75. 
" K harab She ms, 323. 
" Khirbit Ijasan, 154. 
" Khirbit il-Khatib, 202. 
" K5kanaya, 154. 
" Ksedjbeh, Eas t, 158, 167. 
" " West, 160. 
" Kursenteh, 103. 
" MaCrata, 88. 

Church, at MirCclyeh, 69. 

octagona I, 69. 
" il- Mishri feh, t races of, 19. 

" Ishabbak, 341. 
" Nawa, 13. 

" 
" 

" R usapha, Sai nt Sergius, 284_ 
" RUlVel)a, 143. 
" Serdji bleh, 227. 
" Serdjill a, 1!4- I1 8. 
" Shekh Sleman, orth, 337. 
" " St. Mary's, 339. 

" 

" S imkhar, 335. 
,. Surl~anya, 326. 
" Tell cAdeh, 242. 
" it-Tuba, 4, 19-21, 
" Umm it-Tuweneh, 

" "Zerzlta, 246 .. 
Ciborium, 2 1, 6[, 247. 
City Walls, il-Anderln. 49. 

146. 
10. 

Civil architec ture, 62, 98,1 19,155,1 70, 173. 
Classical architecture, 94, 153, 164, 236, 299, 3 19-
Classical fo rms in Christian rchitecture, 147, 

154, 197, 207, 283, 306, 308 . 
Clearstorey colonnades, 284, 339. 
Cloister, I IS, 197, 306, 313 . 
Colonnades, 69, 76, 79, 82, 89, 127, 13 5. 
Colum n, monu men tal , 65, 1[3 . 
Columns, spirally fluted, 28 5. 
CO/YlIZbio1Z, 16 r. 
Convent, 15, 14 1, 241, 243, 313. 
Corbel, 99. 

Corinth ian cap itals, 11 7, 159, 198,2 19,322,330, 
339· 

Cruciform piers, 19, SI, 52, 57 . 
"Cyclopaean" masonry, 3, 6. 
Deacon esses, 3 17. 
Diaconicon, 115,3 15,3 35,339. 
Distyle porch, 143, 18 5, 202, 248, 275, 283, 30 5, 

3 13,3 17,340. 
Dome, 27, 3 I , 32 , 38, 56, 97, 30r. 
Domed church, 29, 36, 56, 95 . 
Domestic Achitecture, 15, 2 I, 62, 76- 83,89-9 1, 

107, 124- 138, 155-156, 184, 190- 193, 22 5, 
248,253,25 5-25 8, 280,293,296,312,334,337. 

Doors of basalt, 66, 67, 73, 99. 
Do ric Order, 65, 8 I , 101, 288 . 
Eagle in ornament, 3 [5 . 
Ecclesiastical Archi tecture, 15 3, 263. 
Emperor, J us tin Il, 186. 

" Justi nian, 26, 45 . 
l\Iau ritiu s, 206. 

" T rajan, 237. 
Exedra, 69, 71, 317, 324. 
Font, baptismal, 183. 
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Fort, il-Habbat, 102 
Fortified tells, 3, 6, 16, 24· 
Fortress, 63, 84· 
Girder-arch, 78, 82, 94, 132. 
Grape-vine pattern, 57, 62, 209· 
Hagia Sophia, 27, 263-
Hellenistic influence, 265. 
Holy Apostles, church of, 85· 
Hood moulding, 77, 160, 122, 185, 220. 
Horse-shoe arch, 7,2 1, 144, 147,242,273,290, 

300, 330 . 
Industry, anc ient, 1°9. 
Inns, 142, 162, 188, 270, 275, 278, 297· 
Isodoros, architect, 28, 44· 
Itillera1'iu1Jt Antonilli, 48. 
Jacobite sec t, I 160 245· 
Justin Il, Emperor, 186. 
Justinia n, Emperor, 26, 45 · 
Kubbelt, domes of mud brick , .3· 
Kurqs, 284. 
Kyris, Kyros, or Kyrios, Architec t, 169, 222 . 
Lat1'illae, 232- 234, 257, 278. 
L eon , yrian god, 293. 
Limestone a nd basalt, 72, 88, 90, 9 1, 97,103,1 06. 
Lintel, decorated, 86. 
Loggia, 37, 127, 296, 299· 
Lombard architects, 20. 
Marble, 27, 34, 61, 97· 
Martyrion, 295 . 
Mohammedan occupation, 71, 98, 11 0,208,235-

284, 333· 
Monasteries, 3 at Der Simcan, 267- 275. 
Mortuary Cha pel, 59, 11 7, 292. 
Mosaics, 27, 69, 122, 268 . 
Mosque, 77, 333· 
Narthex, 58, 70, 73, 89, 143, 199, 339· 
Octago n plan, 70. 
Oli ve t rees, 109. 
Ornament, 33, 39, 74, 79, 8 1, 146. 
Pagan Religious A rchitecture, 15 3, 236, 262, 

294, 3 19. 
Palace of Justinian in Consta ntin ople, 27· 
Palace, I~a~ r Ibn vVard a n, 34- 40. 
Pandocheion, 141 , 162, 266, 275, 278 . 
7fa)l~oXE7o)l, 141, 162, 266, 275, 278. 
Parapet , 122, 339. 
Peacocks in ornament, 87. 
Pediment, 314, 3 17, 332. 
Pende ntive, 30, 3 1, 37· 
Persians, 164. 
Pier-caps, ornamented, 85 . 
Piers, cruciform, 19, 5 I , 52, 57· 

" T -form , 59, 64, 145 , 148, 173 · 
Pilaster, 94. 

.Pilg rimages, 213,. 221, 265. 
Pillar-saints, 17, 265· 
Planking, 108. 
Pod ium , 94. 
Pointed a rches, 32. 
Polychromy in materials, 27, 88, 9 1, 97· 
Polygonal masonry, 157, 212, 254, 263, 299, 

30 3, 329. 
Presbyter, 67. 
Presses, 109. 
Procopius, 28, 44, 48. 
7ipd(jO~I;, 168. 
Prothesis, I 15, 273, 288, 327, 335· 
Publ ic buildings, 62, 98, 11 8, 178. 
Pyramidal tombs, 9 1, 93, 132, 139, 299· 
r.uP,/Ot;, 75. 
Ram's heads, 34. 
Rectangular presbyterium, 154, 161, 169, 185, 

187, 196, 199, 205, 246. 
Reservoir, 63 . 
Roman period, 65, 94, Ill , 153, 2 12, 236,262 . 
Roman road, 11 3, 152,157,2 11 , 21 4. 
Roofs of S tone Slabs, 2, 19, 67, 84 · 
Saint Gabriel, 57. 

" Mary, 338. 
" Michael, 57. 
" Paul, 178. 
" P hocas, 285. 

Sergius, 169, 186. 
" Simeo n Stylites, 17,2[3,26 1. 
" Zacchaeus, 297. 

Sarcophagus, 91, 114, 206, 264, 268, 3 [3· 
Sculpture, 2 13, 249, 300, 3221. 
SellZallteriwll, 22 1, 233. 
Settl e, 193, 295 
Shops, 15 5, 33 2. 
Social conditions, ancient, 108. 
Stairs, 29, 58, 127, 293 · 
Stairs, circular, 58 . 
Stepped Pyram ids of the J:Iauran, 3. 

toa, 151, 155 , 162, 176, 27 5· 
Sun-baked brick, villages of, I. 

Sun-baked brick, a ncie nt use of, 2, 47· 
Symbetylos, y ri a n god, 293 · 
Syriac inscriptions, 152, 176, 204, 207,243,245, 

252, 26::, 285, 295, 315. 
Temenos, 252 . 
T emple, 8, 94, 153, 165, 195, 236, 319. 

at il-Habbat, 8. 

" 
" 

" Kal6ta, 3 19· 
"Kefr abu, 294. 
" Khirbit I:-Iass, I 11. 
" Macaishurin, 94. 

r1r, 236. 

s 
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Tomb, at Babutta, 194. 
" "Dana, 139. 
" " il-Ghadfeh, 93. 
" "Sera" 66. 

of Eisidotos at Sitt ir-Rum, 260. 
Tombs, 156, 2[3, 244, 259. 

" at Maerata, 9[-93. 
" pyram~dal, 9 1, 93, 13 2 , 139, 299. 
" rock-hewn, 250. 

Torch as ornament, 68, 81. 
Tower at il-Burdj, I03. 

" "Burdjkeh, 329. 
" " Dar 15.ita, 189. 
" "il-Habbat, [02. 
" "I:-Ial ba n, 18. 
" "led j az, 84. 
" "I5.a~r il-Benat, 221 . 
" "Kfellusin, 225. 

" " K 6kaba, 138. 
" "Refadeh, 2 5 8. 
" "is-Se~eeah, 101. 

" Sera" 65. 

" " Shekh 'An Kasun, 7. 

" 

" Temek, I I. 

" it-TCtba, 21. 
" "Zerzlta, 247 . 

Tower-house, 230. 
Towers, at Kefr I:Iauwar, 23 1. 

" " Kerratln, 7 5· 
" their purpose, 234. 

Trajan, Emperor, 237. 
Tribune, [22. 

T riforium, 30. 
Truss, 313, 332. 
Turkmans, ISO, 223, 325. 
Tychaion at i ~-$anamen, 243 . 
Vaults, 2, 7, 9, IO, 27, 32-38, 
Vestibule, 76, 79, 80, 82, 13 r, 
Villa-towns, 108, 142, 254. 
V ineyards, 109. 
Wall construction, [56 
Walled towns, 107. 
Windows, 89. 
"Vine-presses, I09. 
Yakut, 294, 299· 

50, 57, 6 5, 302-
134· 
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